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WHAT IS AN INDUSTRY CODE OF PRACTICE?

An approved industry code of practice is a practical guide to employers and others who have duties 

under the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 (OHS Act) and the Occupational Health and Safety 

Regulation 2001 (OHS Regulation) with respect to occupational health, safety and welfare. 

An industry code of practice is approved by the Minister administering the OHS Act. It comes into force on 

the day specified in the code or, if no day is specified, on the day it is published in the NSW Government 

Gazette. An approved industry code of practice may be amended from time to time (or it may be revoked) 

by publication in the Gazette. 

An approved industry code of practice should be observed unless an alternative course of action that 

achieves the same or a better level of health, safety and welfare at work is being followed. 

An approved industry code of practice is intended to be used in conjunction with the requirements of the 

OHS Act and the OHS Regulation but does not have the same legal force. An approved industry code 

of practice is advisory rather than mandatory. However, in legal proceedings under the OHS Act or OHS 

Regulation, failure to observe a relevant approved industry code of practice is admissible in evidence to 

establish an offence under the OHS Act or OHS Regulation.

A WorkCover Authority inspector can draw attention to an approved industry code of practice in an 

improvement or prohibition notice as a way of indicating the measures that could be taken to remedy an 

alleged contravention or non-compliance with the OHS Act or OHS Regulation. Failure to comply with an 

improvement or prohibition notice without reasonable excuse is an offence. 

In summary an approved INDUSTRY CODE OF PRACTICE:

✓ gives practical guidance on how health, safety and welfare at work can be achieved; 

✓ should be observed unless an alternative course of action that achieves the same or a better level of 

health, safety and welfare in the workplace is being followed;

✓ can be used in support of the preventive enforcement provisions of the Occupational Health and 

Safety Act;

✓ can be used to support prosecutions for failing to comply with or contravening the OHS Act or OHS 

Regulation.
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PREFACE

The aim of this code of practice is to protect the health and safety of persons from the risks arising when 

they are working near overhead power lines and associated electrical apparatus. It provides practical 

advice on implementing the requirements of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 and the 

Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001. 

This code of practice provides practical guidance on the risk control measures, competency requirements 

and approach distances for workers working near overhead power lines. It applies to people with varying 

levels of qualification, training or knowledge. 

This code of practice will assist employers, self-employed persons, employees, contractors and other 

parties involved in managing electrical risks associated with work near overhead power lines. 

Use this code of practice to assess the effectiveness of your present arrangements when working near 

overhead power lines, and to check that all risks have been identified, assessed and eliminated or 

controlled. 

This code of practice has been developed in consultation with members of the NSW electricity supply 

industry, including relevant unions and employer bodies. It is based on the earlier Electricity Association 

of N.S.W publication, Interim Guide for Operating Cranes & Plant in Proximity to Overhead Power 

Lines, and the Australian Standard AS 2550.5 – 2002 Cranes, hoists and winches – Safe use Part 5: 

Mobile and Vehicle Loading Cranes, which was gazetted as an approved industry code of practice on 

21 September 2001 in the Code of Practice: Technical Guidance. In the event of any inconsistencies 

between the Standard and this code, the code shall prevail. 

WHAT IS WORK NEAR OVERHEAD POWER LINES?

There are legislative obligations on employers, self-employed persons and controllers of premises in regard 

to undertaking work in close proximity, or at an unsafe distance, to overhead power lines. The term ‘near’ 

is utilised as a reference point for persons planning and undertaking this work.

Work ‘near’ overhead power lines means a situation where there is a reasonable possibility of a person, 

either directly or through any conducting medium, coming closer than the approach distances specified 

in this code. For the purposes of this code the term ‘near’ can be interchanged with other legislative or 

commonly used industry terms ie ‘close proximity’, ‘unsafe distance’ or ‘in the vicinity of’. 

PERSONNEL WORKING NEAR OVERHEAD POWER LINES 

This code of practice is based on the assumption that without appropriate technical knowledge and 

experience of electricity distribution networks and associated electrical apparatus, untrained personnel 

working or operating cranes or plant near overhead power lines will not be able to identify the operating 

voltage concerned, and will therefore not be able to recognise and avoid the inherent dangers of live 

overhead power lines. These personnel are termed ordinary persons.

The approach distances specified in this code of practice take account of differing levels of technical 

knowledge, and are substantially greater for ordinary persons than for personnel who have been trained 

and assessed as having the necessary technical knowledge. These personnel are termed accredited 

persons. 
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HOW CAN WORKING NEAR LIVE OVERHEAD POWER LINES BE DANGEROUS? 

Overhead power line contact is one of the largest single causes of fatalities associated with mobile plant 

and equipment.

Contact with live overhead power lines is a serious risk because any voltage that causes sufficient current 

to pass through the heart is potentially injurious or even fatal. 

Contact with live electricity can also cause serious burns arising from the discharge of electrical energy. 

Other risks include fires and explosions that may immobilise the equipment involved. 

You don’t have to have a direct contact with a high voltage overhead power line to receive a fatal electric 

shock. Simply being too close can kill.

WHAT DO THE SYMBOLS IN THE CODE OF PRACTICE MEAN?

To help you work out what you require, a number of symbols are used to highlight things you need to take 

into account and tools to help you do the job.

Consult and communicate with employers

Legal obligations that must be followed

The process of finding things that cause harm, working out how big a problem they are 

and fixing them.

Assess the risks in your workplace

Tools that can help you work out your plan

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

In developing this code of practice WorkCover NSW has drawn on information contained in a number of 

codes of practice and industry guidelines issued by other State regulators or organisations. WorkCover 

NSW acknowledges the following publications, which have been incorporated in parts of this code.

•	 Code of practice – Working near exposed live parts – Queensland, Department of Industrial 

Relations, and

•	 Framework for undertaking work near overhead and underground assets – WorkSafe, Victoria, and

•	 NENS 04-2003 National guidelines for safe approach distances to electrical apparatus – Energy 

Networks Association. 
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CHAPTER 1 – ESTABLISHMENT

1.1 Title

This is the Code of Practice – Work near Overhead Power Lines. 

1.2 Purpose

This code of practice provides practical guidance in order to protect the health and safety of persons 

working near overhead power lines and associated electrical apparatus. It provides guidance on the 

risk control measures, competency requirements and approach distances to live electrical conductors, 

including no go zones for cranes and plant (and their loads), as well as for vehicles, individuals and hand-

held tools. It applies to persons with varying levels of qualification, training or knowledge. 

This code of practice should be used instead of the Interim Guide for Operating Cranes and Plant in 

Proximity to Overhead Power Lines – ISSC 26 issued by the Electricity Association of NSW in  

September 2001.

1.3 Scope

This code of practice applies to work, which is carried out near overhead power lines and associated 

electrical apparatus excluding: 

•	 work	on	electricity	network	assets	where	the	work	is	carried	out	in	accordance	with	the	requirements	

of the Electricity Supply (Safety and Network Management) Regulation 2002 and the work is either: 

	 •	 by	or	for	an	electricity	network	operator,	or	

	 •	 by	an	accredited	service	provider,	or	

	 •	 by	a	telecommunications	network	operator.	

•	 mobile	plant	or	vehicles	operating	on	a	public	road	where	the	design	envelope	is	not	greater	than	the	

transit envelope and is in any case not greater than 4.6 metres in height (eg a side loading waste 

collection vehicle collecting waste bins from the side of a public road under overhead power lines); 

•	 when	the	crane	or	item	of	plant	is	correctly	stowed	for	travelling	on	a	public	road;

•	 work	on	a	mine	site;

•	 work	involving	low	flying	aircraft	(eg	crop	dusting,	pesticide	or	herbicide	spraying,	etc);	

•	 work	carried	out	by	emergency	services	personnel,	including	state	emergency	service,	fire,	police,	

volunteer rescue association and ambulance personnel during a declared emergency or other 

local emergency incident. In this situation the agency should advise the network operator of 

the circumstances of the emergency work and ensure a safe system of work is applied by those 

emergency services personnel undertaking the work. 

This Chapter 1 is introductory, describes the purpose of this code, and provides definitions. Chapter 

2 explains the regulatory principles in the occupational health and safety legislation, which this code 

is intended to complement. Chapter 3 describes a framework for work near overhead power lines by 

outlining general risk management principles, competency requirements and approach distances for the 

work. More detailed risk management requirements for specific workplace activity are set out in Chapters 

4 to 9 inclusive.
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1.4 Authority 

This is an industry code of practice approved by the Minister for Commerce, under section 43 of the 

Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000, on the recommendation of the WorkCover Authority of New 

South Wales (‘WorkCover NSW’).

1.5 Commencement

This code takes effect on [Gazettal /date]

1.6 Interpretation

1.6.1 Recommended practices

Words such as ‘should’ indicate recommended courses of action. ‘May’ or ‘consider’ indicate a possible 

course of action the duty holder should consider. However, you may choose an alternative method of 

achieving a safe system of work. For a further explanation, see ‘What is an industry code of practice’.

1.6.2 Legal obligations 

Words such as ‘must’, ‘requires’ and ‘mandatory’ indicate obligations, which must be complied with. 

Failure to comply with the code can be used as evidence in proceedings for an offence against the OHS 

Act or OHS Regulation (where the code is relevant to any matter, which it is necessary for the prosecution 

to prove to establish the commission of the offence). 

1.7 Applicable legislation

Consult the OHS Act and the OHS Regulation for the specific legal requirements 

regarding occupational, health and safety responsibilities for work near overhead 

power lines.

Specific responsibilities:

Clause 41(4) of the OHS Regulation requires a controller of premises to ensure that persons working in, 

or undertaking maintenance on, the premises (apart from those undertaking electrical work) are prevented 

from coming within an unsafe distance from any overhead power lines or live electrical installations unless 

a risk assessment determines otherwise. 

Clause 64(2)(e) of the OHS Regulation requires employers to ensure that persons at work, their plant, 

tools or other equipment and any materials used in or arising from the work do not come into close 

proximity with overhead electrical power lines (except if the work is done in accordance with a written risk 

assessment and safe system of work and the requirements of the relevant electricity supply authority).

Other significant legislation: 

The Electricity Supply (Safety and Network Management) Regulation 2002, which is administered by 

the Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability, requires that a person must not carry out work on 

or near a network operator’s transmission or distribution system and a network operator must not allow a 

person to carry out work on or near its transmission or distribution system unless the person is qualified 

under the relevant requirements of the network operator’s network management plan, to carry out the 

work; and the work is carried out in accordance with the relevant requirements of that plan.
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1.8 Definitions

The following definitions are used for the purposes of this code of practice:

access authority means a written authorisation, issued by a network operator, which allows 

persons to work within the no-go zone. 

accredited person means a person who has successfully completed a recognised training course 

relating to work near overhead power lines that has been conducted by a 

registered training organisation. 

accredited service provider means a person who has been accredited by the Department of Energy, 

Utilities and Sustainability to undertake work on the electricity network.

approach distance means the minimum separation in air from an exposed overhead conductor 

that must be maintained by a person, or any object held by or in contact 

with that person. Note: Refer to Chapter 3 for relevant approach distances.

approved means approved in writing. This can be achieved by any, or a combination, 

of the following:

•	 providing	a	paper	document;

•	 sending	a	facsimile;

•	 other	equivalent	means	(eg	e-mail).

authorised person means a person with technical knowledge or sufficient experience who has 

been approved by the network operator.

authorised representative of an industrial organisation of employees means an officer of that 

organisation who is authorised under the Industrial Relations Act 1996. 

competent person for any task means a person who has acquired through training, qualification, 

experience, or a combination of them, the knowledge and skills to carry out 

the task. 

conductor means a wire, cable or form of metal designed for carrying electric current.

construction work means any of the following:

(a) excavation, including the excavation or filling of trenches, ditches, shafts, 

wells, tunnels and pier holes, and the use of caissons and cofferdams,

(b) building, including the construction (including the manufacturing of 

prefabricated elements of a building at the place of work concerned), 

alteration, renovation, repair, maintenance and demolition of all types of 

buildings,

(c) civil engineering, including the construction, structural alteration, repair, 

maintenance and demolition of, for example, airports, docks, harbours, 

inland waterways, dams, river and avalanche and sea defence works, 

roads and highways, railways, bridges and tunnels, viaducts, and works 

related to the provision of services such as communications, drainage, 

sewerage, water and energy supplies.

control measures measures taken to minimise a risk to the lowest level reasonably practicable.
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crane means an appliance intended for raising or lowering a load and moving 

it horizontally, and includes the supporting structure of the crane and 

its foundations, but does not include industrial lift trucks, earth moving 

machinery, amusement devices, tractors, industrial robots, conveyors, 

building maintenance equipment, suspended scaffolds or lifts. 

de-energised  means not connected to any source of electrical supply but not necessarily 

isolated. 

earthed means directly electrically connected to the general mass of earth so as to 

ensure and maintain the effective dissipation of electrical energy.

earth moving machinery means an operator controlled item of plant used to excavate, load or 

transport, compact or spread earth, overburden, rubble, spoil, aggregate or 

similar material, but does not include a tractor or industrial lift truck.

electrical apparatus means any electrical equipment, including overhead power lines and cables, 

the conductors of which are live or can be made live.

electricity network means transmission and distribution systems consisting of electrical 

apparatus which are used to convey or control the conveyance of electricity 

between generators’ points of connection and customers’ points of 

connection. 

Note: Overhead power lines on private property come under the control of 

the controller of the premises.

elevating work platform means a telescoping device, scissor device or articulating device, or any 

combination of those devices, used to move personnel, equipment or 

materials to and from work locations above the support surface. 

envelope means the space encapsulating a plant item, including attachments such as 

rotating / flashing lights or radio aerials and is categorised as:

Design: the space encapsulating all possible movements of the plant and any 

load attached under maximum reach.

Transit: the area encompassing the normal height and width of a vehicle or 

plant when traveling to or from a worksite. 

employee means an individual who works under a contract of employment or 

apprenticeship.

employer means a person who employs persons under contracts of employment or 

apprenticeship. 

Note: In some chapters of the OHS Regulation, the term ‘employer’ includes 

a self-employed person in relation to duties to other persons. See the 

definition of ‘employer’ in clause 3 of the OHS Regulation. 

energised means connected to a source of electrical supply.

exposed conductor an electrical conductor that is hazardous because it has not been protected 

by a barrier of rigid material or by insulation that is adequate for the voltage 

concerned, under a relevant Australian Standard specification. 

hazard means anything (including work practices and procedures) that has the 

potential to harm the health or safety of a person. 
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high-risk construction work means any of the following construction work,

•	 involving	structural	alterations	that	require	temporary	support

•	 at	a	height	above	3	metres

•	 involving	excavation	to	a	depth	greater	than	1.5	metres

•	 demolition	work	for	which	a	licence	is	not	required

•	 in	tunnels

•	 involving	the	use	of	explosives

•	 near	traffic	or	mobile	plant

•	 in	or	around	gas	or	electrical	installations

•	 over	or	adjacent	to	water	where	there	is	a	risk	of	drowning.

high voltage (HV) means a nominal voltage exceeding 1,000 V a.c. or exceeding 1,500 V d.c. 

hoarding for the purposes of this code is containment sheeting positioned on the 

external face of a scaffold that serves as a physical barrier between a worker 

and live overhead power lines and associated electrical apparatus. 

insulated means separated from adjoining conducting material by a non-conducting 

substance which provides resistance to the passage of current, or to 

disruptive discharges through or over the surface of the substance at the 

operating voltage, and to mitigate the danger of shock or injurious leakage of 

current.

Interim Guide means the Interim Guide for Operating Cranes and Plant in Proximity to 

Overhead Power Lines – ISSC 26 issued by the Electricity Association of 

NSW.

isolated means disconnected from all possible sources of electricity supply by means 

which will prevent unintentional energisation of the apparatus and which 

is assessed as a suitable step in the process of making safe for access 

purposes.

live means connected to any source of electrical supply or subject to hazardous 

induced or capacitive voltages.

low voltage (LV)  means a nominal voltage exceeding 50 V a.c. or 120 V d.c. but not 

exceeding 1000 V a.c. or 1500 V d.c.

LV – ABC (Aerial Bundled 

Cable)

means an insulated cable system used for low voltage overhead distribution 

of electricity that is manufactured in accordance with the Australian 

Standard, AS/NZS 3560.

mobile crane means a crane capable of travelling over a supporting surface without the 

need for fixed runways (including railway tracks) and relying only on gravity 

for stability, that is, with no vertical restraining connection between itself 

and the supporting surface and no horizontal restraining connection (other 

than frictional forces at supporting-surface level) that may act as an aid to 

stability. 
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mobile plant includes plant that:

(a) moves either under its own power, or is pulled or pushed by other mobile 

plant

(b) moves on or around the work site, enters or leaves the site, or moves 

past the site

(c) includes road vehicles operating at a worksite

Note: This definition has been adopted for the purposes of this code of 

practice. This includes items such as earthmoving machinery, concrete boom 

pumps and tipper trucks operating at a worksite. 

near means a situation where there is a reasonable possibility of a person, either 

directly or through any conducting medium, coming closer than the relevant 

approach distances specified in this code.  

network operator means the owner, controller or operator of an electricity network also known 

as an electricity supply authority.  

no go zone means the area around overhead power lines into which no part of a person 

or material or cranes or vehicles or items of mobile plant may encroach 

without the approval of the network operator.

Note: 

•	 person	includes	hand	tools,	equipment	or	any	other	material	held	by	a	

person.

•	 plant	includes	the	load,	controlling	ropes	and	any	other	accessories.

occupier of premises includes:

(a) a person who, for the time being, has (or appears to have) the charge, 

management or control of the premises, or

(b) a person who, for the time being, is in charge (or appears to be in 

charge) of any operation being conducted on the premises.

operating voltage means the a.c. voltage (phase to phase RMS) or d.c. voltage by which a 

system of supply is designated. 

ordinary person means a person without sufficient training or experience to enable them 

to avoid the dangers which overhead power lines and associated electrical 

apparatus may create.

overhead power line means any bare or covered aerial conductors and other associated electrical 

parts that make up an aerial line for the distribution and transmission of 

electrical energy. 

personal protective 

equipment (PPE)

items that workers can use to protect themselves against hazards. PPE 

includes insulating gloves, mats or sheeting, glasses and face protection. 

Note: A number of items of PPE are made and tested to Australian 

Standards.

PPE that is not designated as meeting a recognised Standard may be 

unreliable in service, as its performance is unknown.
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place of work means premises where persons work.

plant includes any machinery, equipment or appliance. 

Note: For the purposes of this code the definition includes a broad range 

of machinery and equipment, but not limited to, cranes, mobile plant, 

scaffolding, load shifting equipment, industrial lift trucks, earth moving 

machinery, amusement devices, tractors, rural machinery, vehicles, 

conveyors, building maintenance equipment, suspended scaffolds or lifts, 

implements or tools and any component or fitting of those things. 

premises includes any place, and particularly includes: 

•	 any	land,	building	or	part	of	a	building

•	 any	vehicle,	vessel	or	aircraft,	or	

•	 any	installation	on	land,	on	the	bed	of	any	waters	or	floating	on	any	

waters, or

•	 any	tent	or	movable	structure.

OHS Act means the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000.

OHS Regulation means the Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001.

safety observer means an accredited person specifically assigned the duty of observing and 

warning against unsafe approach to overhead power lines and associated 

electrical apparatus, or other unsafe conditions. 

safe work method  

statement (SWMS)

means a statement that:

•	 describes	how	the	work	is	to	be	carried	out

•	 identifies	the	work	activities	assessed	as	having	safety	risks

•	 identifies	the	safety	risks;	and

•	 describes	the	control	measures	that	will	be	applied	to	the	work	

activities, and includes a description of the equipment used in the work, 

the standards or codes to be complied with, the qualifications of the 

personnel doing the work and the training required to do the work.

self-employed person means a person who works for gain or reward otherwise than under a 

contract of employment or apprenticeship, whether or not they employ 

others.

tiger tails means pipe type cable covers, used as a warning to visually indicate the 

position of overhead power lines.

Note: A tiger tail is also known as a torapoli pipe.

vehicle means a truck (non tipping), car or utility, or other general purpose 

conveyance used for the carriage of persons, materials or goods.  

voltage means a potential difference between conductors or between conductors and 

earth.

work means work as an employee or as a self-employed person.
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CHAPTER 2 – CONSULTATION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The OHS Act and the OHS Regulation require employers to address workplace health 

and safety through a process of risk management and consultation.

To effectively implement this code, employers need to be aware of these requirements and have 

procedures in place to apply them. Employers are advised to consult the OHS Act and the OHS Regulation 

as well as the Code of Practice: Occupational Health and Safety Consultation and the Code of Practice: 

Risk Assessment for details of these requirements and how they can be met. The following information is 

designed to provide an overview of legislative requirements.

The OHS Regulation requires employers (and self-employed persons) to identify hazards and to ensure 

that any risk of injury from electricity at a place of work is eliminated, or if elimination is not reasonably 

practicable, the risk is controlled.

Other legislative requirements particularly relevant to this code are clause 64 of the OHS Regulation, 

which requires that employers must ensure that persons at work, their plant, tools or other equipment 

and any materials used in or arising from the work do not come into close proximity with overhead power 

lines.

Controllers of premises also have obligations under section 10 of the OHS Act and clause 41 of the OHS 

Regulation for work that is carried out near overhead power lines.

This code of practice provides guidance on ensuring these requirements are met and should be 

implemented within a risk management framework. Risk management is a way of organising your efforts 

to determine safe systems of work. Following this procedure will help you identify the safety issues for 

work that is to be carried out near overhead power lines.

The following information is designed to provide an overview of:

•	 consultation

•	 risk	management

•	 information,	instruction,	training	and	supervision

2.1 Consultation at the workplace

Employers must consult with employees when taking steps to assess and control 

workplace risks.

In order to consult with employees, employers are required to set up consultation arrangements and 

develop consultation procedures. 
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2.1.1 Consultation arrangements

The OHS Act provides three options for consultation arrangements under sections 16 and 17:

Arrangement Number of employees Requirement

OHS committee 20 or more employees •	 requested	by	a	majority	of	employees,	or

•	 directed	by	WorkCover

OHS representative any size •	 at	least	one	employee	requests	an	election,	

or

•	 directed	by	WorkCover

Other agreed arrangements any size agreed to by both the employer and employees 

(in a small workplace it may be a regular 

safety meeting with employees)

Before using this code, an employer should ensure that consultation arrangements are in place. An 

employer may initiate the establishment of an OHS Committee or the election of an OHS Representative 

if the employees have not made such a request. When the consultation arrangements have been decided, 

clause 27 of the OHS Regulation requires employers to record them and advise all existing and new 

employees.

2.1.2 Consultation procedures

After setting up the consultation arrangements, employers need to consider when and how these 

consultation arrangements need to be applied. 

2.1.3 When should consultation be undertaken?

Under section 13 of the OHS Act, employers have a general duty to consult employees when decisions 

are being considered that may affect their health, safety and welfare at work. Therefore, employers are 

required to consult with their OHS Committee, OHS representative or other agreed arrangement when 

such decisions are being considered. Decisions, which could affect health, safety and welfare for work 

near overhead power lines include:

· eliminating or controlling risks to health and safety from work

· assessing, reviewing and monitoring risks to health and safety from work

· planning, designing or changing work tasks or jobs 

· purchasing new plant and equipment or substances

· using contractors at the workplace 

· investigating incidents or accidents

· developing emergency procedures

· determining or reviewing consultation arrangements

Note: Any procedures that are developed to encompass these activities should incorporate consultation. 

It may not be practical or reasonable to involve the OHS committee or the OHS representative in every 

decision. However, the employers or committee or representatives should agree on what process is needed 

to ensure that affected employees are consulted. 
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2.1.4 How should consultation be undertaken?

When engaged in consultation, section 14 of the OHS Act requires employers to:

•	 Share	all	relevant	information	with	employees	–	for	example,	if	an	employer	is	going	to	change	a	work	

task, employees need to be told of any risk to health and safety that may arise and what will be done 

to eliminate or control these risks.

•	 Give	employees	reasonable	time	to	express	their	views	–	employees	need	adequate	time	to	assess	the	

information given to them, obtain relevant safety information and consult with fellow employees to 

enable them to form their views.

•	 Value	the	views	of	employees	and	take	into	account	when	the	decision	is	made	to	resolve	the	matter	

– in many cases, agreement will be reached on how the safety issues are to be addressed. When 

agreement cannot be reached, the employer should explain how the employee’s concerns have been 

addressed. 

2.2 Risk management at the workplace

Employers and self-employed persons must identify any foreseeable hazards, assess 

their risks and take action to eliminate or control them. Employees must be consulted 

as part of this process.

A hazard identification and risk assessment process must be carried out at the planning and preparation 

stage by the employer/contractor, in consultation with the persons doing the work near overhead power 

lines to determine what risks may arise when the work is being carried out. Safe systems of work must 

then be put in place to eliminate or control these risks. Note: For some work activities carried out near 

overhead power lines the safe system of work must also be documented in a safe work method statement. 

Refer to section 2.4.1.

The process of risk assessment and control is made up of the following steps:

•	 identify	the	hazards

•	 assess	the	risk(s)	to	the	health	and	safety	of	persons	arising	from	the	hazards

•	 use	appropriate	control	measures	to	eliminate	or	control	the	risk(s)

•	 monitor	and	review	the	control	measures	to	ensure	on-going	safety.

2.2.1 Identify hazards

To ensure a safe and healthy workplace, employers must take reasonable care to identify all the 

foreseeable health and safety hazards, which could harm their employees or other persons in the 

workplace. Hazards may arise from the work process, the equipment and materials in use, the work 

environment, or other people involved.

Live overhead power lines are a potential hazard posing substantial risk of death or serious injury. In 

addition to electrical shock and electrocution, contact with overhead power lines, can result in:

•	 the	electrifying	of	other	objects	such	materials,	tools	and	items	of	plant,	with	the	potential	for	electric	

shock or electrocution;

•	 a	rain	of	molten	metal	caused	by	contact	between	an	energised	conductor	and	another	conducting	

medium;

•	 fire;
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•	 explosion;	or

•	 swift,	unpredictable	power	line	whiplash.

2.2.2 Assess risks

Once hazards have been identified, the risk they pose to health and safety needs to be assessed. Some 

hazards pose a greater risk than others do, and the frequency and duration of exposure can also affect the 

risk. Risk assessment involves considering the likelihood and severity of injury or illness being caused by 

exposure to the risk. Therefore the factors that need to be considered in a risk assessment should include 

the:

•	 harm	that	can	be	caused	by	exposure	to	the	hazard

•	 number	of	people	and	the	duration	and	frequency	of	exposure	to	the	hazard

•	 capability,	skill	and	experience	of	people	exposed	to	the	hazard.

The risk assessment process provides information on the factors, which contribute to the risk. This 

information will assist in determining what needs to be done to eliminate or control the hazard.

2.2.3 Eliminate or control the risk

The OHS Regulation prescribes the following hierarchy of controls that must be used to eliminate or 

control a risk to health and safety in the workplace. Refer to the following chapters of this code of practice 

to see how this must be applied to work near overhead power lines. In particular, consider the following: 

Level 1: Eliminate the hazard by:

	 	 •	 	discontinuing	the	work	activity	or	arranging	for	the	de-energising	of	the	overhead	power	lines	

during the work or re-routing the overhead power lines away from the work activity.  

Level 2: Minimise the risk by:

	 	 •	 	substituting	the	system	of	work	or	plant	(with	something	safer	that	does	not	come	near	the	

overhead power lines). This could mean using an alternate crane or mobile plant, which 

cannot encroach the approach distances specified in this code.

	 	 •	 	separating	the	hazard.	This	could	mean	erecting	a	physical	barrier	to	prevent	a	person	or	

anything held by a person, or attached to the person, coming near the overhead power lines.

	 	 •	 	introducing	engineering	means.	This	could	mean	substituting	with	a	less	hazardous	process	

or modifying an item of plant or equipment to ensure it does not come near the overhead 

power lines.

	 	 •	 	adopting	administrative	controls,	by	example,	signage,	warning	barriers	marking	the	

worksite, safe work procedures such as maintaining a safe distance from overhead power 

lines and using a safety observer to warn people before they encroach the approach 

distances specified in this code. 

	 	 •	 	using	personal	protective	equipment	(PPE).	(eg	insulating	gloves,	safety	helmets,	eye	

protection).

The control measures at Level 1 give the best results and should be adopted where possible. The Level 2 

measures apply in descending order of effectiveness and require more frequent reviews of the hazards and 

systems of work. In some situations a combination of control measures may be used such as engineering 

means and administrative controls.
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2.2.4 Review risk assessment and control measures

Control measures should be reviewed on a regular basis. The frequency of their review should be 

determined by considering the significance of the risks associated with the hazard. However, a review 

should be undertaken in the following circumstances:

•	 new	information	is	made	available	about	the	risks	associated	with	the	hazard

•	 an	accident	or	incident	occurs

•	 significant	changes	are	proposed	to	the	workplace	or	work	system.

2.3 Information, instruction, training, and supervision 

The OHS Act requires employers to provide such information, instruction, training 

and supervision as may be necessary to ensure the health, safety and welfare of their 

employees while at work.

Work near overhead power lines should not be performed unless those performing the work have received 

appropriate instruction and training. For example, the operator of any crane or mobile plant and the safety 

observer who carry out work within the accredited person zone specified in this code must have received 

training for work near overhead power lines conducted by a Registered Training Organisation. Refer to 

Appendix 4.

Employers must provide appropriate supervision and should recognise their supervisor’s role in the 

management of the risks and the protection of employees. Close liaison between supervisors and 

employees is vital in ensuring the work is carried out in a safe manner. 

Supervision of crane and plant operators working near overhead power lines should ensure that the control 

measures are fully implemented and followed at all times by employees. If you are supervising, it is your 

responsibility to ensure that the situation is safe for everyone. 

The level and extent of supervision required will vary according to the safety aspects of each task and the 

skills of the worker. In determining the necessary level of supervision, an employer should consider:

•	 the	complexity	of	the	job	environment	in	which	the	job	is	being	done;

•	 the	hazards	at	each	work	site;

•	 the	worker’s	level	of	competence,	experience	and	age.	

The levels of supervision required for various tasks need to be described in policies and procedures. 

2.4 Provision of information

Health and safety information may include:

•	 the	results	of	any	applicable	written	risk	assessment;	

•	 requirements	of	safe	work	method	statements;

•	 a	review	of	the	written	risk	assessment	and/or	safe	work	method	statements	and	standard	operating	

procedures;

•	 any	other	relevant	OHS	information,	such	as	type	test	information,	documentation	and	signage.
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Persons working near overhead power lines should always have, on request, access to written risk 

assessments and safe work method statements at the work site. Employers should brief employees and 

other workers as to the contents of written risk assessments and safe work method statements when 

work begins near overhead power lines, at regular intervals thereafter, and whenever there are changes to 

written risk assessments or new information about health and safety risks becomes available.

The employer should consult with their employees to ensure that such information and training is in a 

form that is accessible and easily understood. This is important where employees are from a non-English 

speaking background and/or have special needs or disabilities, and may have specific language or literacy 

requirements. 

2.4.1 Safe work method statements

Chapter 8 of the OHS Regulation requires that safe work method statements (SWMS) be used for high risk 

construction work. 

High-risk construction work may include, for example the following activities that may occur near 

overhead power lines:

•	 construction	work	involving	structural	alterations	that	require	temporary	support;

•	 construction	work	at	a	height	above	3	metres;

•	 construction	work	involving	excavation	to	a	depth	greater	than	1.5	metres;

•	 demolition	work	for	which	a	licence	is	not	required;

•	 construction	work	involving	the	use	of	explosives;

•	 construction	work	near	traffic	or	mobile	plant;

•	 construction	work	in	or	around	gas	or	electrical	installations.

An example of a safe work method statement is included at Appendix 3 to assist in this. 

2.5 Preparation for work to commence

Careful planning and preparation is an essential step to ensure that work is done safely. When preparing 

for the commencement of work all controls indicated by the risk assessment(s) and safe work method 

statement(s) as applicable must have been put in place and that no new hazards exist, or have been 

created.

Preparation should include:

•	 nature	of	the	work	planned	and	ways	of	dealing	with	changes	as	the	work	proceeds;

•	 the	possible	hazards	and	risks	associated	with	the	work;

•	 consultation	with	the	network	operator;	

•	 communication	and	interaction	between	workers	at	the	site;	

•	 training,	qualifications	and	competency	of	workers;

•	 checking	the	operation	of	plant	and	equipment,	including	the	operation	of	limiting	devices;	

•	 proximity	of	persons,	cranes,	mobile	plant,	material	and	tools	to	overhead	powerlines;

•	 proximity	of	persons	to	cranes	and	mobile	plant;

•	 specific	instructions	for	employees;

•	 workplace	access	and	egress;	

•	 emergency	procedures,	including	first	aid,	evacuation	and	rescue;	and

•	 environmental	factors.	
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CHAPTER 3 –  APPROACH DISTANCES WHEN WORKING 
NEAR OVERHEAD POWER LINES 

3.1 Scope 

This Chapter introduces a framework for work near overhead power lines. It provides guidance on 

general risk management principles, competency requirements and approach distances to live electrical 

conductors, including no go zones for cranes and plant (and their loads), as well as for vehicles, 

individuals and hand-held tools. It applies to persons with varying levels of qualification, training or 

knowledge. 

This Chapter should be read in conjunction with the following Chapters, which provide risk management 

requirements for various types of workplace activity, including scaffolding (Chapter 6) and work near low 

voltage overhead service lines (Chapter 8), which specify a different set of approach distances to those 

described in this Chapter.

3.2 Basis of approach distances

This code is based on the assumption that without appropriate technical knowledge and experience of 

electricity distribution networks, workers that have not received training in overhead power line electrical 

hazards (ordinary persons) will not be able to identify the operating voltage of the live overhead power 

lines. When working near or operating cranes or plant near live overhead power lines such persons will 

not be able to recognise and avoid the inherent electrical hazards. 

The approach distances specified in this Chapter take account of differing levels of technical knowledge 

and items of plant, and are substantially greater for ordinary persons than for personnel who are 

accredited. The approach distances for ordinary persons and accredited persons are based on those 

specified in the National Guidelines for Safe Approach Distances to Electrical Apparatus. In the National 

Guidelines, the approach distances were derived by –

•	 determining	a	distance	to	avoid	electrical	flashover;	and

•	 providing	additional	allowance	for	inadvertent	movements	of	the	person,	crane	or	plant	relative	to	the	

overhead power lines, or the movement of the overhead power lines relative to the person, crane or 

plant.

3.2.1 Assessing the relevant approach distance

Prior to the start of any work near overhead power lines it is essential that the height and voltage of the 

overhead power lines (and if applicable the horizontal safety clearance) be assessed at the worksite. When 

assessing the relevant approach distances for the work a number of factors must be taken into account 

including, 

•	 the	possibility	of	errors	in	estimating	distances,	especially	at	higher	voltages,	where	the	approach	

distance is large. It may be necessary either to allow more clearance or to use methods that provide 

more accurate estimation of distances, for example, an ultrasonic cable height indicator, which 

provides a safe and accurate method of estimating distances near overhead power lines. If the height 

or voltage of the overhead power lines cannot be accurately determined consult the network operator.
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!
WARNING

Do not attempt to directly measure the height of overhead power lines. Do not use 

conductive metallic objects or measuring devices such as metal tape measures for 

estimating the height of overhead power lines.

Figure 1: Distance that must be assessed for each worksite

•	 overhead	power	lines	are	made	of	metal	and	are	therefore	subject	to	expansion	and	contraction	when	

heated and cooled. This can be a direct result of high ambient air temperature and/or excessive 

electrical load current passing through the conductors. Regardless of the cause, any expansion will 

result in gravity causing the power lines to sag downwards. Wind can also cause the power lines to 

swing from side to side. For this reason the approach distances must be increased either vertically or 

horizontally by the amount of conductor sag or swing at the point of work. Refer to Figure 2.

Figure 2: Illustration of overhead power line ‘sag or swing’

•	 where	more	than	one	voltage	is	present,	eg	overhead	power	lines	where	two	or	more	circuits	

operating at different voltages are supported on the same poles, the approach distance appropriate to 

each voltage must be maintained independently. 

•	 increased	clearances	must	be	allowed	where	a	risk	assessment	identifies	a	reasonable	possibility	of	

the load or lifting gear (crane hook, chains, slings, etc) moving or swinging towards the overhead 

power lines or associated electrical apparatus when the crane or item of mobile plant is operated. 

The distance 
that must be 
assessed prior 
to start of any 
work
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3.2.2 Increases to approach distances

It is recognised that certain Australian Standards and industry practice in some States require greater 

approach distances than those described in this code. For certain types of work or classes of authorisation 

and competency, greater distances than that described in this code may be appropriate. 

For example, the approach distances shown in Table 1 are less than those described in the Australian 

Standard AS 2550.5 Cranes, hoists and winches – Safe use Part 5: Mobile and Vehicle Loading Cranes, 

which is also gazetted as an approved industry code of practice. In the event of any inconsistencies 

between the Australian Standard and this code the approach distances specified in this code shall prevail.

Employers, self-employed persons and controllers of premises should determine the applicability of 

the approach distances described in this code for particular work circumstances and, if considered 

appropriate, specify greater approach distances for the work.

3.2.3 How close can I go to overhead power lines?

Once an assessment has been carried out of the worksite and the overhead power lines, a decision can be 

made on the approach distance for the proposed work. The approach distances and work zones described 

in this Chapter and illustrated in Figure 3 vary with the voltage of the overhead power lines and the level 

of accreditation of the person/s performing the work. The relevant approach distances are set out in the 

following tables:

•	 Table	1	provides	the	approach	distances	for	ordinary	persons.	These	are	workers	who	have	not	

received training in overhead power line electrical hazards and are restricted to work in the ordinary 

person zone. Refer to Section 3.3 and Figure 3.

•	 Table	2	provides	reduced	approach	distances	for	accredited	persons.	These	are	workers	who	have	

successfully completed a recognised training course in overhead power line electrical hazards and are 

therefore permitted to work closer to the overhead power lines in the accredited person zone. Refer to 

Section 3.4 and Figure 3. 

•	 Table	3	provides	the	approach	distances	for	vehicles	that	are	driven	under	overhead	power	lines.	

Refer to Section 3.6.

The approach distances vary with the voltage. They apply to:

•	 any	part	of	a	crane	or	item	of	mobile	plant,	including	vehicles,

•	 any	load	being	moved,	including	the	slings,	chains	and	other	lifting	gear,

•	 any	person	working	at	heights	eg	from	an	elevating	work	platform,	scaffold,	or	other	structure,	or

•	 any	hand	tools,	hand	control	lines,	equipment	or	other	material	held	by	a	person.

Note: Special approach distances apply for scaffolding work (Chapter 6) and work near low voltage 

overhead service lines (Chapter 8). 
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3.3 Ordinary Person Zone 

Table 1 provides approach distances for:

•	 ordinary	persons	performing	work	near	overhead	power	lines,	(including	plant,	hand	tools,	equipment	

or any other material held by a person); or

•	 cranes	(and	their	loads)	and	items	of	mobile	plant	operated	by	an	ordinary	person	near	overhead	

power lines.

Note: Where a written risk assessment determines it necessary, the use of a safety observer should also 

be considered for work performed by ordinary persons working outside but up to the approach distances 

specified in Table 1. The duties of the safety observer are described in Section 3.8.

TABLE 1 

Approach distances for work performed by Ordinary Persons

 Nominal phase to phase a.c. voltage 

(volts)

Approach distance 

(m)

Up to and including 132,000 3.0

Above 132,000 up to and including 330,000 6.0

Above 330,000 8.0

Nominal pole to earth d.c. voltage 

(volts)

Approach distance 

(m)

 Up to and including +/- 1500 Volts 3.0

Note: Special approach distances apply for scaffolding work (Chapter 6) and work near low voltage 

overhead service lines (Chapter 8).

3.4 Accredited Person Zone 

Table 2 provides approach distances for:

•	 accredited	persons,	with	a	safety	observer	who	are	performing	work	near	overhead	power	lines	

(including plant, hand tools, equipment or any other material held by a person); or 

•	 cranes	(and	their	loads)	and	items	of	mobile	plant	operated	by	an	accredited	person	with	a	safety	

observer near overhead power lines.

The approach distances in Table 2 are based on

•	 completion	of	a	written	risk	assessment	prior	to	the	commencement	of	work,	

•	 application	of	a	safe	system	of	work,	which	includes	the	use	of	a	safety	observer,	and	

•	 if	determined	by	the	written	risk	assessment,	consultation	with	the	network	operator	regarding	the	

proposed work and compliance with any conditions imposed by the network operator for the work. 
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TABLE 2 

Approach Distances for work performed by Accredited Persons, with a Safety Observer

Nominal phase to phase a.c. voltage 

(volts)

Approach distance 

(m) 

Insulated low voltage cables up to 1000, including LV ABC  0.5

Un-insulated low voltage conductors up to 1000 1.0   

Above 1000 up to and including 33,000 1.2

Above 33,000 up to and including 66,000 1.4

Above 66,000 up to and including 132,000 1.8

Above 132,000 up to and including 220,000 2.4

330,000 3.7

500,000 4.6

Nominal pole to earth d.c. voltage 

(volts)

Approach distance  

(m)

Up to +/- 1,500 1.0

Note: Special approach distances apply for scaffolding work (Chapter 6) and work near low voltage 

overhead service lines (Chapter 8). 

Figure 3 – Approach distances and work zones near overhead power lines
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3.5 Work inside the No Go Zone – Approval of the network operator

The no go zone is the area around overhead power lines into which no part of a person or material or 

cranes or vehicles or items of mobile plant may encroach without the approval of the network operator.

Note:

•	 person	includes	hand	tools,	equipment	or	any	other	material	held	by	a	person.

•	 plant	includes	the	load,	controlling	ropes	and	any	other	accessories	associated	with	the	plant.

If the work cannot be carried out without coming inside the no-go zone (closer than the approach 

distances listed in Table 2 or above the overhead power lines), prior to commencing work the employer 

must consult with and obtain the written approval of the network operator.

Note: The written approval should be available at the worksite and be able to be produced to a WorkCover 

Inspector, Principal Contractor, elected OHS representative, authorised representative or network operator. 

3.6 Approach Distances for Vehicles 

Table 3 provides approach distances for vehicles, mobile plant stowed for transit or with a design envelope 

up to an including 4.6 metres in height, which are driven by or operated by persons under overhead 

power lines. 

When assessing the approach distance for a vehicle driven under overhead power lines a number of 

factors should be taken into account including: 

•	 the	approach	distances	specified	in	Table	3	are	based	on	the	fact	that	the	design	or	transit	envelope	

of the vehicle does not allow any part of the vehicle to come closer than the approach distances 

specified. This includes the load, exhaust pipe and attachments such as rotating/flashing lights or 

radio aerials. Refer to Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Transit envelope – The maximum overall height of the vehicle 

•	 where	a	work	activity	involves	a	person	working	from,	standing	on	or	walking	across	the	top	of	a	

vehicle the relevant approach distance specified in either Table 1 or Table 2 must be maintained. This 

may include for example the driver of a livestock transporter who may need to access the top of the 

vehicle to check livestock. 

•	 where,	as	a	result	of	the	work	being	performed	the	distance	between	the	conductors	and	the	ground	

may decrease (for example when constructing a road or levee bank beneath overhead power lines 

or where the ground level is raised during the work), then the distance between the vehicle must be 

continually re-assessed to ensure that the relevant approach distances are being maintained. 

•	 any	additional	assessment	factors	that	may	be	relevant	for	the	operation	of	the	vehicle	as	described	in	

section 3.2.1.
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TABLE 3 

Approach Distances for Vehicles 

Nominal phase to phase a.c. voltage 

(volts)

Approach distance 

(m)

Low voltage conductors up to 1000 0.6

Above LV, up to and including 33,000 0.9

Above 33,000 up to and including 132,000 2.1

Above 132,000 up to and including 220,000 2.9

330,000 3.4

500,000 4.4

Nominal pole to earth d.c. voltage 

(volts)

Approach distance 

(m)

Up to and including +/- 1500 Volts 0.9

3.7 Work near overhead power lines – General risk management principles 

The approach distances set out in this Chapter are only part of an overall safe system of work, which 

must be implemented by employers and self-employed persons working near overhead power lines and 

associated electrical apparatus. In implementing a safe system of work consideration should be given to 

the following risk control measures: 

•	 The	employer	has	in	place	an	effective	risk	management	process,	as	part	of	a	systematic	occupational	

health and safety management system.

•	 Appropriate	workplace	hazard	identification	and	written	risk	assessments	are	carried	out	as	required	

by the OHS Regulation in consultation with the workers performing the work.

•	 Consultation	with	the	network	operator	regarding	the	proposed	work	and	compliance	with	any	

conditions imposed by the network operator for the work. 

•	 The	approach	distances	used	are	appropriate	for	the	levels	of	accreditation	of	the	workers	performing	

the work. Refer to Sections 3.3 and 3.4 

•	 Operators	and	other	workers	are	provided	with	information	and	instruction	about	the	safety	

precautions needed and the requirements of this code, as well as appropriate training, supervision 

and safe work practices and procedures. 

•	 An	essential	requirement	of	a	safe	system	of	work	is	that	workers	are	competent	to	carry	out	the	

work concerned. This code specifies the competency requirements (in respect of overhead power 

line electrical safety awareness) for crane and mobile plant operators and safety observers. Refer to 

Sections 3.8 and 3.9.

•	 An	effective	communication	system	is	in	place	for	the	personnel	performing	the	work.	

•	 An	effective	process	is	in	place	to	monitor	compliance	with	the	adopted	risk	control	measures,	

safe work practices and procedures for work carried out near overhead power lines and associated 

electrical apparatus. 
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3.8 Competence and knowledge of this code

In order to carry out work at distances less than the approach distances specified in Table 1 the following 

workers must be accredited in accordance with Section 3.9 of this code, 

•	 the	operator	of	a	crane,	

•	 the	operator	of	mobile	plant	(including	an	elevating	work	platform),	

•	 a	safety	observer.	

3.8.1 Training and Competence – Accredited Person

Accredited persons such as operators of cranes, mobile plant and elevating work platforms who carry out 

work closer than the approach distances specified in Table 1 and safety observers who observe the work 

must have successfully completed an appropriate training course (eg Crane and Plant Electrical Safety 

Course) relating to work near overhead power lines that has been conducted by a registered training 

organisation. Refer to Appendix 4 of this code for a training course framework, which is recognised by 

WorkCover NSW and network operators. 

Note: ‘Successful completion’ includes a satisfactory competency assessment. 

The registered training organisation, which provides the training and competency assessment required by 

this code must provide the person concerned with a statement of attainment or written certification of his/

her successful completion of assessment, that has an identifying number particular to that person.

Employers should maintain appropriate training and assessment records for ‘accredited persons’ and other 

employees who carry out work near overhead power lines.

3.8.2 Maintenance of competency

The employer of accredited persons must ensure that those persons are either re-assessed or re-trained 

annually to ensure their on-going competency to perform activities associated with work near overhead 

power lines. 

Re-assessment or re-training must cover as a minimum the knowledge and skills necessary to ensure safe 

work practices near overhead power lines, approved resuscitation procedures and emergency procedures 

to be followed in the event of an accident. 

Following re-assessment, persons who have failed to maintain competency through the regular on the job 

application of learnt skills and knowledge must undertake refresher training and competency assessment.

3.9 Safety Observer – General requirements

The safety observer is a person specifically assigned the duty of observing the work near live overhead 

power lines and associated electrical apparatus in order to –

•	 warn	personnel	or	the	crane	or	plant	operator	so	as	to	ensure	the	approach	distances	are	being	

maintained, and

•	 warn	of	any	other	unsafe	conditions.

The safety observer must –

•	 be	used	whenever	the	work	activity	is	likely	to	be	performed	in	the	Accredited	Person	Zone.	

Note: Where a written risk assessment determines it necessary, the use of a safety observer should also 

be considered for work outside but up to the Accredited Person Zone.
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•	 be	positioned	at	a	suitable	location	to	effectively	observe	both	the	overhead	power	lines	and	plant;

•	 be	able	to	immediately	and	effectively	communicate	with	the	operator	of	the	crane	or	mobile	plant,	or	

other personnel if required;

•	 ensure	that	all	personnel	stay	outside	the	specified	approach	distance	(unless	performing	a	rescue	in	

accordance with approved procedures or carrying out a specific task that is described in the safe work 

method statement eg a crane dogman holding a non-conductive tag line attached to a load suspended 

from a mobile crane);

•	 not	carry	out	any	other	work	while	acting	as	a	safety	observer,	which	includes	the	passing	of	tools,	

equipment or materials directly to the personnel performing the work;

•	 not	observe	more	than	one	work	activity	at	a	time;	and	

•	 continue	to	monitor	the	work	activity	being	carried	out	and	have	the	authority	to	suspend	the	work	at	

any time.
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CHAPTER 4 –  OPERATING CRANES AND MOBILE PLANT 
NEAR OVERHEAD POWER LINES 

4.1 Scope

In addition to the general requirements described in Chapter 3, this chapter details any variations 

applicable where a person operates a crane or an item of mobile plant near overhead power lines, 

including, but not limited to the following items of mobile plant: 

•	 cranes	(including	mobile	cranes	and	vehicle	loading	cranes);	

•	 concrete	placing	booms;

•	 elevating	work	platforms	(EWPs);

•	 mobile	plant	(including	truck	operators	engaged	in	tipping	loads,	restraining	loads	or	other	associated	

work); 

•	 load	shifting	equipment	(including	forklifts).

•	 excavation	and	earthmoving	equipment	

•	 high	load	transportation	vehicles	

However, the application of this Chapter is not limited to any particular type or class of mobile plant or 

equipment.

Note: This chapter is not intended to cover cranes and mobile plant when they are retracted and correctly 

stowed when travelling on a public road or where the design envelope of the crane or item of mobile plant 

is less than 4.6 metres in height.

!
WARNING

For the operation of cranes, mobile plant and other types of load shifting equipment the 

approach distances specified in this code of practice are greater than those described 

in the National Certificate of Competency – Assessment Instruments. Where any 

discrepancy exists between the National Assessment Instruments and this code, the code 

shall prevail.

4.2 Hazard identification

Before operating a crane or item of mobile plant, the operator or other person in control of the work must 

take reasonable care to inspect the workplace to identify potential hazards, including any live overhead 

power lines or other associated electrical apparatus in the vicinity of the workplace. 

All overhead power lines should be treated as live unless the operator of the crane or mobile plant has 

received an access authority or other form of written documentation from the network operator.
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Mobile plant including cranes, 

excavators, EWPs, earth 

moving machinery, tipper 

trucks and concrete placing 

booms whose design envelope 

is within the approach 

distances specified in Table 

1 must be controlled by safe 

systems of work as described 

in this chapter.

Figure 6: Cranes and mobile plant working near overhead power lines

4.3 Risk assessment

Risk assessment involves looking at the:

•	 likelihood	(which	is	a	combination	of	length	of	time	and	frequency	of	exposure);	

and the

•	 likely	severity,	of	any	injury	or	illness	that	may	occur.

If you have identified a hazard involving overhead power lines where it is foreseeable that the work 

activity, crane or item of mobile plant will be required to or might inadvertently encroach on the approach 

distances specified for ordinary persons set out in Table 1, a written risk assessment must be completed 

which considers the following factors: 

•	 consulting	the	network	operator	regarding	the	proposed	work;

•	 can	the	electricity	supply	be	de-energised?

•	 the	location	and	voltage	of	the	overhead	power	lines;

•	 the	number	of	people	involved	and	their	individual	needs;

•	 the	nature	of	work	undertaken;

•	 the	nature,	size	and	shape	of	the	load	to	be	moved,	eg	dimensions,	surface	area	and	whether	the	

load is conductive;

•	 the	setting	up	and	packing	up	processes;

•	 the	safe	work	practices	and	procedures	in	use;

•	 the	type	of	crane,	mobile	plant,	machinery	and	equipment	to	be	used	and	its	design	envelope;

•	 site	conditions,	stability	of	crane	or	mobile	plant	and	suspended	loads;

•	 the	potential	for	inadvertent	movement	of	the	crane	or	mobile	plant,	the	load,	persons	and	electrical	

equipment in the area;

•	 the	qualifications,	competency,	skill	and	experience	of	people	doing	the	work;	

•	 vehicular	traffic,	pedestrians,	or	livestock	that	could	interfere	with	the	work;

•	 prevailing	or	unexpected	wind	strength	and	direction	and	weather	conditions;

•	 foreseeable	abnormal	conditions	that	may	exist	at	the	worksite.

Having assessed the risks, action must now be taken to ensure that the risks are eliminated or controlled. 

Employers need to ensure adequate supervision of workers to make sure that control measures are 

applied.
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Listed below in section 4.4 are steps to consider. Every workplace is different, so select the controls that 

are the right ones for you. 

4.4 Control measures for cranes and mobile plant operating near overhead power lines 

The highest practical level of control should be used. This does not preclude the additional use of 

appropriate lower level controls. In determining the control measures appropriate for a particular task 

consideration must be given to the terrain and ground conditions, weather conditions, lighting, and other 

work in the vicinity as well as the nature of the actual task to be carried out. 

4.4.1 Elimination

Eliminate the risk of electrocution, electric shock or burns by arranging for the network operator to isolate 

the electricity supply for the duration of the work. Consideration may also be given, following consultation 

and agreement of the network operator, to re-route the overhead power lines away from the crane or 

mobile plant or replace existing overhead powerlines with underground cables.

!
WARNING

Even if it is believed that the supply has been isolated, it must be assumed that all 

conductors and components are live until an access authority or other form of written 

documentation has been received from the network operator.

The employer, self-employed person or operator of the crane or mobile plant should:

(a) discuss options for de-energising or re-routing the electricity supply with the network operator or in 

the case of work involving private overhead power lines, the person in control of the premises;

(b) consider working at another time when the electricity supply can be isolated; and

(c) investigate whether the section of the overhead power lines that needs to be de-energised can be 

isolated, while leaving the remainder connected.

4.4.2 Separation 

If the risk cannot be eliminated, then separate the hazard from the crane or mobile plant and the 

personnel by:

(a) using an alternative crane or mobile plant which cannot encroach on the approach distances;

(b) limiting the hoisting, slewing or other movements of the crane or mobile plant such as:

	 •	 	mechanical	stops	or	interlocking	of	the	motion	of	the	crane	or	mobile	plant	to	prevent	it	from	

being moved by power within the approach distance;

	 •	 	mechanical	constraints	on	the	jib,	boom,	or	other	part	of	the	crane	or	mobile	plant	likely	to	

contact live overhead power lines or associated electrical apparatus as a result of surge or 

backlash;

	 •	 using	cranes	or	mobile	plant	fitted	with	programmable	zone	limiting	devices.	

(c) setting up the crane or mobile plant in a position that keeps the design envelope outside the approach 

distance. 

Note: Consideration should be given to any loads suspended by the crane or mobile plant or when being 

moved by load shifting equipment.
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(d) minimising unexpected movement of the crane or mobile plant through:

	 •	 additional	outriggers,	supports	or	packing	to	increase	the	stability	of	the	crane	or	mobile	plant;

	 •	 	preparation	of	the	ground	or	surface,	or	adjustment	or	servicing	of	the	crane	or	mobile	plant,	to	

minimise surge or backlash;

Increased clearances must also be allowed where there is a reasonable possibility the load or lifting gear 

(crane hook, chains, slings, etc) moving or swinging towards the overhead power lines or associated 

electrical apparatus when the crane or item of mobile plant is operated.

(e) providing marking barriers to define areas that the crane or mobile plant should not enter such as by:

	 •	 using	rigid	or	tape	barriers	to	mark	off	areas	under	overhead	power	lines;	

	 •	 	arranging	for	the	network	operator	to	mark	the	limit	of	the	approach	distance	with	high	visibility	

‘bunting’ or similar. Refer to Figure 7 below. 

Figure 7: Illustration of a visual tape bunting fitted under overhead power lines.

(f) providing electrical separation between the people and hazard in accordance with the guidance 

outlined in Section 4.5 – Workers in contact with the crane, load or mobile plant. 

4.4.3 Administrative controls

Support elimination and separation controls by taking the following precautions:

(a) managing and supervising the work to ensure that:

	 •	 	the	work	is	done	very	carefully	and	in	an	un-hurried,	considered	manner	(haste	can	be	

dangerous);

	 •	 the	employer’s	safe	work	method	statements	are	rigorously	followed;

	 •	 	the	appropriate	persons	involved	in	the	work	are	accredited	in	accordance	with	the	requirements	

of Section 3.8 of this code.

(b) making the hazard visible by arranging for the network operator to effectively identify exposed live 

low voltage conductors (up to an including 1000 volts) by using approved visual indicators such as 

sheeting or sleeves eg ‘tiger tails’. In this situation the ‘tiger tails’ should extend a minimum distance 

of 5 metres beyond the extremities of where the crane or item of mobile plant will be operating. A 

competent person should visually inspect the tiger tails each day prior to commencing the crane, 

or mobile plant operations. If they have moved or been damaged the network operator should be 

contacted to ensure the tiger tails are replaced or located in the correct position. Refer to Section 9.1 

of this code.
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(c) planning for emergencies including:

	 •	 	having	fire-fighting	equipment	that	is	suitable	for	electrical	fires	at	the	site	and	readily	

accessible;

	 •	 having	an	appropriate	first	aid	kit	available	at	the	worksite.

(d) ensuring that a safety observer is used whenever a crane, mobile plant or load is in motion and is 

likely to come closer than the approach distances listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 3. The 

duties of the safety observer for work involving cranes and mobile plant is described in Section 3.9 of 

this code.

(e) considering the fitting of a warning device to the crane or mobile plant that alerts the operator when 

the crane or mobile plant has entered energised high voltage overhead power line zones. Warning: 

These devices are not a substitute for the proper management of safe work practices and procedures.

(f) using warning signs to indicate the location of overhead power lines and/or defined work areas. Refer 

to Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Overhead power lines warning sign 

4.5 Workers in contact with the crane, load or mobile plant

No-one may remain in contact with any part of a crane, load or mobile plant and the ground or other 

earthed situation while the crane or mobile plant is being operated closer than the approach distances 

listed for ordinary persons in Table 1 of this code, unless additional precautions are taken to prevent 

electric shock, as follows.

4.5.1 Operators 

The operator may handle the controls of a crane or item of mobile plant while standing on the ground or 

while in an earthed situation only if -

•	 the	controls	are	effectively	insulated	(consultation	with	the	network	operator	will	be	necessary	to	

verify effective insulation); or 

•	 are	wireless	remote	control;	or

•	 the	operator	wears	low	voltage	insulating	gloves	–	provided	that	the	live	electrical	apparatus	is	low	

voltage; or

•	 for	low	voltage,	the	operator	stands	on	a	rubber	insulating	mat	900mm	x	900mm	x	6	mm	thick	that	

is clean and dry; or

•	 the	operator	stands	on	an	‘equipotential	conductive	mat’	which	is	electrically	connected	to	all	

metalwork associated with the controls.
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4.5.2 Other workers 

Other workers at the workplace may contact the crane, mobile plant or load while standing on the ground 

or while in an earthed situation only if one of the following control measures is observed -

•	 they	wear	low	voltage	insulating	gloves	–	provided	that	the	overhead	power	lines	or	electrical	

apparatus is low voltage; or

•	 effective	insulation	is	provided	on	the	overhead	powerlines	or	electrical	apparatus,	or	the	crane,	load	

or mobile plant or it’s parts to ensure that even if it contacts the overhead powerlines or electrical 

apparatus, no–one would receive an electric shock; or

•	 control	of	the	load	by	non-conductive	tail	ropes	whenever	uncontrolled	motion	could	allow	it	to	come	

within the approach distance (as long as the insulating properties of the rope are appropriate to the 

operating voltage), or

•	 they	are	positioning	or	removing	lifting	gear	from	a	crane	hook	or	the	load	while	it	is	stationary;	or

•	 they	are	adjusting	outriggers,	jacks,	packing’s,	chocks	or	similar,	as	long	as	the	crane,	load	or	mobile	

plant is not being moved.

4.6 Competency requirements 

In order to carry out crane and mobile plant operations closer than the approach distances specified in 

Table 1, the following personnel must be accredited as described in section 3.8 of this code, 

•	 the	operator	of	a	crane,	

•	 the	operator	of	mobile	plant	(including	an	elevating	work	platform),	

•	 a	safety	observer.	

4.7 Safety observer for crane and mobile plant operations

A safety observer as described in Section 3.9 must be assigned the duty of observing the approach of a 

crane or mobile plant (and its load) to the live overhead power lines and associated electrical apparatus.

The safety observer must –

•	 be	used	whenever	the	crane,	load,	mobile	plant	or	persons	working	from	the	plant	are	in	motion	and	

are likely to come closer than the approach distances specified in Table 1; 

Note: Where a written risk assessment determines it necessary, the use of a safety observer should also 

be considered for work performed by ordinary persons working outside the approach distances specified in 

Table 1.

•	 be	positioned	at	a	suitable	location	to	effectively	observe	both	the	overhead	power	lines	and	plant;

•	 be	able	to	immediately	and	effectively	communicate	with	the	operator	of	the	crane	or	mobile	plant,	or	

other personnel if required;

•	 ensure	that	all	personnel	stay	outside	the	specified	approach	distance	(unless	performing	a	rescue	in	

accordance with approved procedures or carrying out a specific task that is described in the safe work 

method statement eg a crane dogman holding a non-conductive tag line attached to a load suspended 

from a mobile crane);

•	 not	carry	out	any	other	work	while	acting	as	a	safety	observer,	which	includes	the	passing	of	tools,	

equipment or materials directly to the personnel performing the work;

•	 not	observe	more	than	one	crane	or	item	of	mobile	plant	at	a	time;	and	
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•	 continue	to	monitor	the	work	activity	being	carried	out	and	have	the	authority	to	suspend	the	work	at	

any time,

In addition to the above requirements, the safety observer must not be located on the workbasket of an 

elevating work platform while observing the work being undertaken from that workbasket.

A safety observer is not necessary in the following circumstances –

•	 for	an	item	of	stationary	plant,	once	completely	erected,	if	it	is	not	located	below	the	overhead	power	

lines or electrical apparatus and is located horizontally outside the approach distances specified in 

Table 2; 

•	 if	an	effective	limiting	device	has	been	set	to	prevent	any	component	of	a	crane,	mobile	plant	or	load	

coming closer than the approach distances in Table 2, as long as the limiting device is effective under 

stress conditions and is regularly inspected and tested by a competent person; or

•	 where,	the	design	of	the	crane	or	mobile	plant	limits	movement	so	that	no	part	of	the	crane,	mobile	

plant or load can come closer than the approach distances specified in Table 2. 

4.8 Earthing systems for cranes and mobile plant 

The chassis of a crane or item of mobile plant may, where practical, be earthed and bonded. A system 

of work must be adopted that ensures workers are kept clear of cranes and mobile plant when work is 

carried out near live overhead power lines and workers be advised of the effectiveness of the earthing 

system.

For specific advice and guidance about the earthing of a crane or item of mobile plant consult with the 

network operator.

4.9 Notices to be fixed to cranes and mobile plant

Cranes or items of mobile plant intended for use, or used, near live overhead power lines must be fitted 

with a warning notice or label, conforming to Appendix 1 of this code, listing the approach distances for 

ordinary persons as set out in Table 1.

The notice or label must be maintained in a legible condition and be displayed at each set of controls and 

must be readily visible to the operator.

Note: Where a crane or item of mobile plant is fitted with notices in accordance with the Interim Guide, 

the existing notices may be retained provided the plant is operated to the distances shown on the notice. 

Only columns described in the Table A notice for ‘non-electrical work’ or Table B for ‘unqualified personnel’ 

must be applied in relation to work under this code. 
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CHAPTER 5 –  TREE AND VEGETATION MANAGEMENT 
NEAR OVERHEAD POWER LINES

5.1 Scope

In addition to the general requirements described in Chapter 3, this chapter details any variations 

applicable where a person works on trees such as, cutting, trimming, treating with chemicals or other 

processes, trees and other foliage near live overhead power lines where:

•	 a	person	or	something	the	person	is	holding	or	is	in	contact	with	or	could	come	closer	than	the	

relevant approach distance specified in either Table 1 or Table 2 of this code or;

•	 the	work	creates	risk	of	damage	to	overhead	power	lines	or	electrical	apparatus.

Tree and vegetation management carried out by or for network operators is excluded from this section as 

it is covered by the requirements of the Electricity Supply (Safety and Network Management) Regulation 

2002. 

5.2 Hazard identification and risk assessment

When carrying out the work, live overhead power lines are a potential hazard posing substantial risk of 

death or serious injury. 

During tree and vegetation management electrical hazards can be encountered through a variety of 

circumstances. These include but are not limited to:

•	 branches	or	other	vegetation	falling	onto	power	lines	during	trimming	operations

•	 tools	such	as	power	saws	or	power	trimmers	coming	into	direct	contact	with	power	lines	or	other	

associated electrical apparatus

•	 mobile	plant,	for	example	an	elevating	work	platform	(EWP),	coming	into	contact	with	overhead	

power lines or other associated electrical apparatus

•	 power	lines	becoming	broken	and	falling	on	the	ground,	footpath	or	road

•	 wind	blowing	branches	or	limbs	against	overhead	power	lines

•	 high	winds	resulting	in	the	loss	of	control	while	lowering	materials

•	 unexpected	movement	of	the	worker,	mobile	plant	or	the	vegetation	relative	to	the	worker.

If a hazard involving tree management work near overhead power lines has been identified, a written risk 

assessment must be undertaken by the employer to determine the risk to persons encroaching within the 

relevant approach distances. This step will help determine the level of risk associated with the identified 

hazards and establish a priority list based on the level of risk.

5.3 Eliminating or controlling risks – General risk factors 

The risks associated with electrical hazards arise from coming near live conductors. The best means of 

eliminating the risks is to prevent people, their plant and equipment, as well as any materials from coming 

close enough to live conductors for direct contact or flash over to occur. 

Care needs to be taken in planning the work to identify the ways in which people may be exposed to 

electrical hazards when the work is undertaken and determine the most effective means to ensure the 

approach distances are maintained from the live overhead power lines. 
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In addition to ensuring that the work near overhead powerlines is avoided, other factors should be 

considered:

•	 always	assume	an	overhead	power	line	or	associated	electrical	apparatus	to	be	energised	or	‘live’	

unless an access authority or other written documentation is received from the network operator.

•	 if	a	telecommunication	cable	is	encountered,	never	assume	that	the	operating	voltage	is	harmless.	

•	 a	tree	or	branch	of	a	tree	can	conduct	electricity	even	in	dry	conditions.	Never	assume	that	a	tree	

branch can safely rest on or against overhead power lines. If the tree or branch has the potential 

during the felling or cutting process to come closer than the approach distances specified in Table 1 

the overhead power lines should be de-energised. 

•	 trees	that	have	grown	into	contact	with	live	overhead	power	lines	must	not	be	cut	by	a	person	who	

is in an earthed situation (such as a standing on the ground or working from within the tree) unless a 

safe system of work is used that meets the requirements of the network operator.

•	 plant	that	comes	near	an	overhead	power	line	may	become	energised	and	pose	a	serious	danger	to	

the operator and any bystanders. Ensure that when operating plant (ie any machines (including chain 

saws), tools or equipment) near live overhead powerlines that the relevant approach distances are 

maintained. Operations should cease where trees or persons are in danger of coming closer than the 

relevant approach distances.

•	 manage	traffic	and	pedestrians	at	the	worksite	to	ensure	approach	distances	are	maintained	and	that	

members of the public are kept at a safe distance. If the work near overhead power lines requires a 

change in traffic direction or vehicle speed limits, full traffic control is required in accordance with the 

Roads and Traffic Authority’s requirements. 

•	 assess	the	weather	conditions,	including	electrical	storms,	significant	rain	or	excessive	wind	velocities	

that could impact on the proposed work.

5.4 Requirements for Ordinary Persons carrying out tree and vegetation management

An ordinary person must not:

•	 climb	a	tree	closer	than	3	metres	to	live	overhead	power	lines,	or	cut	any	branch	that	may	come	

closer than 3 metres to live overhead power lines as a result of the work, or 

•	 allow	any	part	of	their	body	or	anything	they	are	holding	or	that	is	attached	to	their	body,	or	anything	

they are using, to come closer than the approach distances specified in Table 1 of this code when 

carrying out the work near live overhead power lines.

Ensure the work is not carried out above overhead power lines or where any part of the tree or vegetation 

could fall or otherwise be carried closer than the approach distances specified in Table 1.

If there is a reasonable possibility of the work being carried out above overhead power lines or coming 

closer than the approach distances specified in Table 1 the work must be carried out by accredited 

persons who have been trained and have current competency to carry out ‘tree and vegetation 

management’ near live overhead power lines. See Section 5.5 of this code.
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Figure 9 – Work zones for tree management near overhead power lines

5.5 Requirements for Accredited Persons carrying out tree and vegetation management

Accredited persons who have current competency to carry out ‘tree and vegetation management’ near live 

overhead power lines may carry out the work in accordance with the approach distances specified in Table 

2 of this code provided the following requirements are observed,

•	 a	written	risk	assessment	is	completed	for	the	work	and	a	safe	system	of	work	is	implemented,	which	

includes a safety observer, and 

•	 if	determined	by	the	written	risk	assessment,	consultation	with	the	network	operator	regarding	the	

proposed work and compliance with any conditions imposed by the network operator for the work. 

Note: Training and assessment requirements for accredited persons, which include safety observers are 

described in Sections 3.8 and 3.9 of this code.

5.6 Tree management inside the No Go Zone – Approval of the network operator

The no go zone is the area around overhead power lines into which no part of a person or material or 

cranes or vehicles or items of mobile plant may encroach without the written approval of the network 

operator.

•	 person	includes	hand	tools,	equipment	or	any	other	material	held	by	a	person.

•	 plant	includes	the	load,	controlling	ropes	and	any	other	accessories	associated	with	the	plant.

Work required on tree and vegetation that is inside the no-go zone (closer to live overhead power lines 

than the approach distances specified in Table 2 of this code) must only be performed by authorised 

persons approved by the network operator.
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5.7 Trees or branches contacting live overhead power lines

While it is not permitted to work on trees where they (or their branches) may fall on overhead power lines, 

it is important to know what action to take if a branch or tree comes into contact with a live overhead 

power line, whether through pruning, wind, storm or other damage.

When this situation arises, do not touch any part of the branch or tree. If any part of a branch is touching 

live power lines, the entire branch may be ‘live’, including the leaves. Contact with any part of it may 

result in electric shock, burns or electrocution. 

Immediately contact the network operator and keep all persons clear of the area while waiting for 

assistance.

Other aspects of tree and vegetation management safe work practices and procedures can be found in the 

Code of Practice – Amenity Tree Industry.
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CHAPTER 6 –  WORK INVOLVING SCAFFOLDING NEAR 
OVERHEAD POWER LINES

6.1 Scope

In addition to the general requirements described in Chapter 3, this chapter details any variations 

applicable where the work involves the erection, dismantling and use of fixed scaffolding near overhead 

power lines and associated electrical apparatus with an operating voltage up to and including 33 kV a.c. 

For scaffolding work above this voltage the network operator must be consulted and any special conditions 

imposed by the network operator complied with. 

The guidance provided in this Chapter should be read in conjunction with AS/NZS 4576 – Guidelines for 

Scaffolding, which is an approved industry code of practice. In the Standard a 4 metre approach distance 

is provided for metallic scaffolding used near overhead power lines. This approach distance is used as a 

reference point for persons planning and undertaking scaffolding work as described in this Chapter.

For work involving the use of mobile aluminium scaffolding refer to the risk control measures for mobile 

plant that are described in Chapter 4 of this code. 

6.2 Hazard identification 

Before undertaking any scaffolding work where the work might come closer than the 4 metre approach 

distance specified in AS/NZS 4576 – Guidelines for Scaffolding, an inspection must be carried out at the 

worksite and reasonable care taken to identify any potential hazards. 

Hazards may include:

•	 live	overhead	power	lines	and	associated	electrical	apparatus;

•	 deteriorated	or	broken	down	insulation	on	the	conductors	or	electrical	apparatus;

•	 scaffolding	coming	into	contact	with	overhead	power	lines;	and

•	 possibility	of	hand	held	tools,	equipment	or	materials	coming	into	contact	with	overhead	power	lines.

6.3 Risk assessment 

If a hazard involving overhead power lines has been identified, a written risk assessment must be 

undertaken by the employer to determine the risk to persons encroaching within the 4 metre approach 

distance. This step will help determine the level of risk associated with the identified hazards and 

establish a priority list based on the level of risk. If the scaffolding work is above 3 metres in height it 

must also be supported by a safe work method statement for the work. Refer to Appendices 2 and 3 of 

this code. 

The following factors may be included in the risk assessment:

•	 the	type	of	work	activities	being	undertaken,	tools,	equipment,	scaffolding	and	materials	being	used;	

•	 proximity	of	the	work	activity	or	scaffolding	to	the	overhead	power	lines;

•	 environmental	conditions,	such	as	rain,	wind	or	uneven	terrain,	which	may	be	bring	a	risk	of	

unexpected movement of tools, equipment, scaffolding or material held by workers.
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6.4 Eliminating or controlling risks – general risk factors 

Once the hazards associated with scaffolding work near the overhead power lines have been identified and 

assessed, then control measures must be implemented to eliminate the risk. If it is not practicable to do 

so, the risks associated with the hazard must then be controlled. 

The use of specific control measures to eliminate or control identified risks should be done on the basis of 

the risk assessment. In particular, consider the following: 

1. Eliminating the hazard. This could involve de-energising the overhead power lines during the work. 

Consideration may also be given, following consultation and agreement of the network operator, to re-

route the overhead power lines away from the scaffolding or replace existing overhead powerlines with 

underground cables.

2. Separating the hazard. This could mean erecting a physical barrier on the scaffold to prevent a person 

or anything held by a person, or attached to the person, encroaching with the 4 metre approach 

distance.

3. Minimising the risk by engineering means. This could mean substituting the scaffold with another 

means of access and egress, such as an elevated work platform or using an insulated fibreglass 

extension handle on a paint roller, instead of a conductive aluminium extension handle. 

4. Introduce administrative controls. This may include planning and where relevant documenting the 

safe work method statements before starting work or using a safety observer to warn people before 

they encroach within the 4 metre approach distance. The duties of a safety observer are outlined in 

Section 3.9 of this code. Making the hazard visible by arranging for the network operator to effectively 

identify exposed live low voltage conductors (up to an including 1000 volts a.c.) by using approved 

visual indicators eg ‘tiger tails’. Refer Section 9.1 of this code. 

5. Use appropriate personal protective equipment. This includes the use of electrically tested insulating 

gloves by anyone who may be at risk of coming closer than the 4 metre approach distance.

A combination of the above control measures is required to be taken to minimise the risk to the lowest 

level reasonably practicable if no single measure is sufficient for that purpose.

6.5  Control measures for the erection and dismantling of scaffolding near overhead power 
lines up to and including 33kV 

(a) Ensure a thorough examination and assessment is undertaken of the surroundings prior to the erection 

or dismantling of the scaffold near overhead powerlines.  No scaffold work should commence until 

the presence, location, type and operating voltage of all overhead power lines are determined by a 

competent person.

(b) Overhead powerlines should be de-energised and an access authority or other form of written 

documentation obtained from the network operator if the scaffold and the overhead powerlines is or 

has the potential to come within the 4 metre approach distance. Refer to Figure 10 below.

(c) If there is the risk that the 4 metre approach distance cannot be maintained, the network operator 

must be contacted and a written risk assessment and safe work method statement including safe 

systems of work developed for the activities associated with the erection, use and dismantling of the 

scaffolding. 
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Note: End protection omitted for clarity

Figure 10 –  A 4 metre approach distance applies in any direction where metallic scaffold is erected, 

used or dismantled near overhead power lines.

(d) Where low voltage overhead powerlines (up to and including 1000 volts) cannot be de-energised and 

isolated, ‘tiger tails’ should be provided and installed by the network operator for the full length of the 

scaffolding plus a minimum distance beyond each end of the scaffolding of 5 metres. A competent 

person should visually inspect the tiger tails each day prior to commencing scaffolding operations. If 

the tiger tails have moved or been damaged the network operator must be contacted to ensure the 

tiger tails are replaced or located in the correct position. 

 Note: Tiger tails may be used to provide a useful visual indication to people working in the area 

of overhead power lines. They should not be regarded as providing protection against mechanical 

interference nor should they be regarded as providing electrical protection from electrical hazards. 

Refer to Section 9.1 of this code for further guidance. 

(e) Electrical wires or apparatus that pass through a scaffold must be de-energised or fully enclosed to 

the requirements of the network operator. These requirements must incorporate full enclosure of the 

wires or electrical apparatus by a non-conductive material such as moisture resistant flooring – grade 

particle board, dry timber, dry plywood or similar dry non-conductive material as approved by the 

network operator. Refer to Section 6.6 and Figure 11.

(f) To prevent a person or anything held by a person, or attached to the person, coming closer than the 4 

metre approach distance the network operator may require the erection of a hoarding on the external 

face of the scaffolding and, if applicable a suitable enclosure on the internal side of the scaffold. Refer 

to Section 6.6 and Figure 11.

Note: Consideration must also be given to sag and swing 

of the conductors.

Minimum 
clearance 
4 metres
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Example of live low voltage overhead power lines passing through a scaffold that has been fully enclosed 

in a non-conductive material to the requirements of the network operator.

Figure 11 – Enclosure of overhead powerlines

6.6 Erected Scaffolding – Use of a hoarding and enclosure for reduced safety clearances

This section describes the requirements for the use of a hoarding and, if applicable, a suitable enclosure 

between an erected scaffolding and a live overhead power line when a non-conductive hoarding and 

enclosure is used to provide an impenetrable barrier to persons, tools, materials and equipment. 

The A and B clearances shown in Figure 12 are horizontal safety clearances and vertical mechanical 

clearances from the conductors and will be advised by the network operator prior to the erection of the 

scaffolding near the overhead power lines. 

The following installation conditions apply for the use of a hoarding and enclosure for reduced safety 

clearances,

•	 Gaps	between	fitted	sheets	of	plywood	must	not	exceed	3mm.

•	 No	exposed	cut	or	drilled	holes	are	permitted	in	the	sheets	of	plywood.

•	 Scaffolder	is	responsible	for	attaching	plywood	to	the	scaffold,	and	ensuring	that	the	arrangement	can	

sustain an appropriate wind load. 

•	 Warning	signs	must	be	affixed	to	the	safe	side	of	the	hoarding	warning	of	the	presence	of	the	

electrical hazard on the other side of the hoarding and warning that the hoarding must not be 

removed.

•	 A	competent	person	should	visually	inspect	the	hoarding	and,	if	applicable	the	enclosure	on	a	daily	

basis to ensure the hoarding and enclosure are in a satisfactory condition and remain impenetrable. 

Further guidance on the erection, dismantling and use of scaffolding can be found in the Australian 

Standard AS/NZS 4576 – Guidelines for Scaffolding. 
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Figure 12 – Scaffolding with hoarding
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CHAPTER 7 –  AGRICULTURAL WORK NEAR OVERHEAD 
POWER LINES

7.1 Scope

In addition to the general requirements listed in Chapter 3, this chapter details any variations applicable 

where work is being conducted at rural workplaces where:

•	 the	person	or	something	the	person	is	operating	or	holding	could	contact	overhead	power	lines	or	

come closer than the approach distances specified in Table 1 of this code or;

•	 the	work	creates	risk	of	damage	to	overhead	power	lines	or	electrical	apparatus.

Examples of such work include:

•	 the	use	of	lifting	or	elevating	plant	or	agricultural	plant	such	as	grain	augers,	hay	bale	elevators,	

cotton harvesting equipment, tipper and livestock transport trucks, travelling irrigators or harvesters 

under or near overhead power lines; 

•	 handling	irrigation	pipes	under	or	near	overhead	power	lines;

•	 moving	or	relocating	agricultural	plant,	such	as	folding	cultivators,	where	the	transit	(stowed)	height	

of the equipment is greater than its operating height; 

•	 any	other	work	that	involves	the	risk	of	a	person	or	anything	attached	to	or	held	by	a	person,	coming	

into contact with overhead power lines.

7.2 Hazard identification

Many people have been killed by electrocution when metal parts of agricultural plant (such as augers, field 

bins, harvesters or tip trucks) have come into contact with or close to live overhead power lines. Such 

accidents usually occur when the operator has not lowered the equipment before moving it or has raised 

the item of mobile plant upwards into the live overhead power lines. For example, 

•	 working	near	and	in	the	process	may	come	into	contact	with	machinery	operating	near	 

overhead powerlines; 

•	 driving	machinery	with	tall	attachments	through	paddocks	where	overhead	powerlines	exist;	or

•	 operating	or	moving	tipper	trucks,	mobile	silos,	field	bins,	harvesters	or	other	large	rural	machinery	

(cotton harvesters, field irrigators) under or near live overhead power lines; or

•	 moving	or	re-arranging	long	metallic	irrigation	pipes.

Where work is carried out near live overhead power lines, the height and location of the power lines needs 

to be identified as part of an overall site hazard identification process. Contact should be made with the 

electricity network operator who can assist with this process. 

Operators of agricultural plant and equipment also must be made aware of the design height and the 

transit (stowed) height of the mobile plant they operate.
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7.3 Risk assessment 

If a hazard involving overhead power lines has been identified, a written risk assessment must be 

undertaken to determine the risk of any part of the agricultural plant or equipment coming near or into 

contact with the overhead power lines.  This step will help to determine the level of risk associated with 

the identified hazards and establish a priority list based on the level of risk. 

The following factors may be relevant to the risk assessment:

•	 the	type	of	work	activities	being	undertaken	or	agricultural	equipment	being	used;	

•	 proximity	of	the	work	to	the	overhead	power	lines	and	the	height	of	the	overhead	power	lines;

•	 environmental	conditions,	such	as	rain,	wind	or	uneven	terrain,	which	may	bring	an	increased	risk;

•	 visibility	of	the	overhead	power	lines	and	their	supporting	structures;

•	 location	of	overhead	power	lines	supporting	structures	such	as	poles	and	towers	in	relation	to	the	

agricultural work to be performed;

•	 how	often	the	work	will	need	to	be	done	near	the	overhead	power	lines;

•	 proximity	of	stationery	or	fixed	plant	and	equipment	to	overhead	power	lines.

7.4 Control measures for agricultural work near overhead power lines 

Once the hazards associated with agricultural work near overhead power lines have been identified and 

assessed then control measures must be implemented to eliminate the risk. If it is not practicable to do 

so, the risks associated with the hazard must then be controlled.

The use of specific control measures to eliminate or control identified risks should be done on the basis of 

the risk assessment. In particular, consider the following: 

1. Eliminating the hazard. Identify the location of overhead power lines and relocate the plant and 

equipment, such as a mobile silo or tipper trucks away from the overhead power lines. Lower augers 

before transporting to eliminate the risk of contacting overhead power lines. Keep mobile irrigator 

sprayed water at least 8 metres away from overhead power lines. Consideration may also be given, 

following consultation and agreement of the network operator, to relocating the overhead power lines 

or having them run underground. In this case consult with the network operator. 

2. Separating the hazard. This could mean erecting a physical barrier to prevent any part of the 

agricultural plant encroaching the approach distance specified in Table 1.

3. Minimising the risk by engineering means. This could mean substituting with a less hazardous 

material, process or equipment. This could mean, for example, filling a silo through a ground-level 

filler pipe on the silo rather than using a truck-mounted auger or limiting the height of all mobile plant 

in order to maintain safety clearances from overhead power lines. 

4. Introduce administrative controls. These include:

	 •	 	planning	and	documenting	a	safe	system	of	work	before	starting	work;

	 •	 	developing	work	procedures	and	travel	routes	for	equipment	and	vehicles	that	ensure	workers,	

their equipment and containers such as field bins, stock and tipper trucks do operate near or 

under live overhead power lines;

	 •	 	using	another	worker	(to	act	as	an	observer)	to	ensure	the	work	activity	does	not	come	closer	

than the approach distances specified in Table 1
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	 •	 	installing	warning	signs	on	gates	to	paddocks	or	on	roadways	where	overhead	power	lines	exist,	

(Refer to Figure 13 below); 

Figure 13 – Overhead power lines warning sign

	 •	 having	markers	installed	on	overhead	powerlines	to	make	them	easier	to	see	and	locate.

5. Use appropriate personal protective equipment. This includes the use of rubber soled boots, gloves 

and safety helmets when agricultural plant or equipment is being operated near overhead power lines.

A combination of the above control measures is required to be taken to minimise the risk to the lowest 

level reasonably practicable if no single measure is sufficient for that purpose.
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CHAPTER 8 –  WORK NEAR LOW VOLTAGE OVERHEAD 
SERVICE LINES 

8.1 Scope

In addition to the general requirements listed in Chapter 3, this chapter details any variations applicable 

where an ordinary person is required to carry out work near low voltage overhead service lines where the 

work involves:

•	 Minor	building	work	such	as	painting;	or	

•	 Operation	of	motor	vehicles	(concrete	trucks,	furniture	removal	vans,	etc);	or

•	 Any	other	non-electrical	work	where	there	is	a	risk	of	contact	with	low	voltage	overhead	service	lines.	

For the purposes of this code ‘low voltage overhead service lines’ covered by this chapter and illustrated in 

Figure 14 are:

•	 insulated	low	voltage	aerial	conductors	and	associated	electrical	apparatus	that	are	connected	from	

the point of supply (either the overhead power pole located on the street or the consumer’s boundary) 

and terminated on the consumer’s building, pole or structure at the point of attachment, or; 

•	 insulated	low	voltage	aerial	consumers	mains	and	associated	electrical	apparatus	forming	part	of	the	

consumer’s electrical installation. 

Note: For work involving cranes or mobile plant or work where any metal material is being handled 

(scaffolding, roofing materials and guttering) the risk control measures and increased approach distances 

described in other chapters of this code must be applied to the work.

Figure 14 – Low Voltage Overhead Service Lines

8.2 Approach distances for work near low voltage overhead service lines 

Table 4 provides approach distances for ordinary persons:

•	 performing	minor	building	work	near	low	voltage	overhead	service	lines,	(including	hand	tools	held	by	

a person); or

•	 operating	cranes	(and	their	loads)	and	items	of	mobile	plant	near	low	voltage	overhead	service	lines;	

or

•	 handling	metal	materials	near	overhead	service	lines	(such	as	scaffolding,	roofing	materials	and	

guttering); or
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•	 handling	non-conductive	materials	near	overhead	service	lines	(such	as	timber,	plywood,	PVC	pipes	

and guttering, etc); or

•	 driving	or	operating	a	vehicle	under	overhead	service	lines.	Note: the approach distance specified in 

Table 4 is based on the fact that the design or transit envelope of the vehicle does not allow any part 

of the vehicle to come closer than the 0.6 metre approach distance specified.

TABLE 4

Approach distances for work near low voltage overhead service lines

Ordinary Persons (m)

Hand held 

tools 

Operation of 

crane or mobile 

plant

Handling of 

metal materials 

(Scaffolding, 

roofing, guttering, 

pipes, etc)

Handling of 

non-conductive 

materials (Timber, 

plywood, PVC 

pipes and 

guttering, etc)

Driving or 

operating vehicle

0.5 3.0 4.0 1.5 0.6

8.3 Work inside the relevant approach distances 

If the work cannot be carried out without coming inside the relevant approach distance (ie closer than the 

approach distances listed in Table 4), prior to commencing work the employer or self-employed person 

must comply with the following requirements:

•	 identify	the	hazards,

•	 complete	a	written	risk	assessment	for	the	proposed	work,

•	 apply	a	safe	system	of	work,	and

•	 meet	the	requirements	of	the	relevant	network	operator	or	in	the	case	of	overhead	service	lines	

forming part of the consumer’s electrical installation, the controller of the premises.

8.4 Hazard identification

Before undertaking any work where the work might come closer than the specified approach distances an 

inspection of the worksite must be carried out and reasonable care taken to identify any potential hazards. 

Hazards associated with the low voltage overhead service lines may include:

•	 bare	exposed	live	conductors;

•	 deteriorated	or	broken	down	insulation;

•	 damaged	overhead	service	line	mains	connection	box	or	damaged	insulation	around	conductor	clamps;

•	 deterioration	of	earthing	of	exposed	conductive	parts	that	are	required	to	be	earthed;

•	 voltage	of	the	line	is	higher	than	the	expected	low	voltage	(240	/	415	volts	a.c.);	and

•	 possibility	of	hand	held	tools	and	equipment	coming	into	contact	with	exposed	live	parts.
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8.5 Risk assessment 

If a hazard involving low voltage overhead service lines has been identified, a written risk assessment 

must be undertaken to determine the risk to persons encroaching within the specified approach distance 

for the work. This step will help determine the level of risk associated with the identified hazards and 

establish a priority list based on the level of risk. 

The following factors may be relevant to the risk assessment:

•	 The	type	of	work	activities	being	undertaken,	including	how	safe	access	and	egress	will	be	made	to	

the work area; 

•	 Tools	or	equipment	being	used,	and	the	risk	of	mechanical	damage	to	the	low	voltage	overhead	

service lines if inadvertent contact is made with the conductors and electrical apparatus; Examples 

may include:

	 •	 	Handling	a	sheet	of	roofing	material	that	inadvertently	comes	into	contact	with	the	service	lines.

	 •	 	Use	of	cutting	or	grinding	tools	where	the	operator	could	loose	control	and	come	within	the	 

0.5 metre approach distance.

•	 Proximity	of	the	work	to	the	low	voltage	overhead	service	lines;

•	 Environmental	conditions,	such	as	rain,	wind	or	uneven	terrain,	which	may	bring	a	risk	of	unexpected	

movement of tools or equipment held by workers.

8.6 Control measures for work near low voltage overhead service lines 

Once the hazards associated with work near low voltage overhead service lines have been identified and 

assessed then control measures must be implemented to eliminate the risk. If it is not practicable to do 

so, the risks associated with the hazard must then be controlled.

The use of specific control measures to eliminate or control identified risks should be done on the basis of 

the risk assessment. In particular, consider the following: 

•	 Eliminating	the	hazard.	This	could	involve	de-energising	the	low	voltage	overhead	service	lines	

by arranging for the Network Operator or in the case of overhead service lines forming part of the 

consumer’s electrical installation the controller of the premises to isolate the supply for the duration of the 

work or arranging for the re-routing of the low voltage overhead service lines away from the work area.

•	 Separating	the	hazard.	If	work	has	to	be	carried	out	in	close	proximity	to	the	point	of	attachment	and	

the power cannot be isolated, arrange for the Network Operator to fit insulated matting and ‘tiger tails’ 

at the point of attachment and over the overhead service lines before the work commences. Refer to 

Figure 15 below.

Figure 15 – Insulated matting and tiger tail fitted to overhead service line
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•	 Minimising	the	risk	by	engineering	means.	This	could	mean	substituting	with	a	less	hazardous	

material, process or equipment, for example, using an insulated fibreglass extension handle on a paint 

roller, instead of a conductive aluminium extension handle. Or carrying out sanding by hand near the 

point of attachment rather than using an electric disc sander.

•	 Introduce	administrative	controls	such	as	planning	and	documenting	the	work	procedures	before	

starting work. Another administrative control could be using another worker (to act as an observer) to 

warn people before they encroach into the relevant approach distance.

•	 Use	appropriate	personal	protective	equipment.	This	includes	the	use	of	electrically	tested	insulating	

gloves by anyone who may be at risk of encroaching into the relevant approach distance.

A combination of the above control measures is required to be taken to minimise the risk to the lowest 

level reasonably practicable if no single measure is sufficient for that purpose.
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CHAPTER 9 –  ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR WORK 
NEAR OVERHEAD POWER LINES 

9.1 Tiger tails

Tiger tails may be used to provide a useful visual indication to crane, mobile plant operators and other 

persons working in the area of live overhead power lines, however, they do not protect people from the 

risk of electrocution or electric shock.

Figure 16 – Tiger tails fitted to overhead power lines 

They are not to be regarded as effective insulation against contact by cranes or items of mobile plant and 

are not to be relied upon for mechanical protection. They should not be regarded as providing protection 

from electrical hazards. As such, the approach distances specified in this code are to be adhered to. 

Tiger tails must only be fitted to overhead power lines by an electrically qualified person who is authorised 

by the network operator. 

A competent person should visually inspect tiger tails at the worksite on a regular basis and prior to 

commencing crane, scaffolding or mobile plant operations. If the tiger tails have moved or been damaged the 

network operator must be contacted to ensure the tiger tails are replaced or located in the correct position.

!
WARNING

Tiger tails do not provide protection from electrical hazards and must only be fitted to 

the overhead power lines by an electrically qualified person who is authorised by the 

network operator.

9.2 Notification of incidents 

The OHS Act and the OHS Regulation require employers to notify certain classes of 

workplace incidents.

Whether you are an employer, self-employed person and/or occupier you are required by law to notify 

incidents to WorkCover NSW and/or your workers compensation insurer as soon as practicable after 

becoming aware of the incident.
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An occupier (of premises/workplaces) is someone who, manages or has responsibility for a workplace or a 

particular operation at a workplace, even though they may not be the employer.

Depending on the type of incident you may need to notify WorkCover and/or your workers compensation 

insurer. Some incidents classified as ‘serious incidents’ must be notified to WorkCover immediately. These 

‘serious incidents’ include, but are not limited to the following;

•	 An	incident	where	there	has	been	a	fatality,	

•	 An	incident	where	there	has	been	a	serious	injury,	and

•	 An	incident	where	there	is	an	immediate	threat	to	life	but	result	in	no	injury	or	illness.

In addition to the above, the OHS Act and OHS Regulation requires that certain occurrences that occur at 

the work place are not to be disturbed for 36 hours, (unless performing a rescue or permission has been 

given by WorkCover).

Working near overhead powerlines can be a high-risk activity and any contact with overhead power 

lines must be notified to WorkCover NSW and the relevant network operator in accordance with the 

requirements of the relevant legislation. 

Serious incidents can be notified to WorkCover on 13 10 50 as an urgent investigation may be needed.

For more information regarding your legal obligations to notify incidents please refer to the OHS Act and 

OHS Regulation.
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APPENDIX 1–  WARNING NOTICE FOR OVERHEAD 
ELECTRICAL HAZARDS

(Dimensions 150 mm wide, 100 mm high, except if small plant item)

Notice that may remain fitted to cranes and mobile plant commissioned before 1 September 2001  

(ie existing Notice as at the date of introduction of the OHS Regulation 2001)

Alternative Notice or Label for cranes and mobile plant commissioned after 1 September 2001
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APPENDIX 2 –  EXAMPLE OF A RISK ASSESSMENT 
CHECKLIST

Cranes and mobile plant working near overhead power lines risk assessment checklist

Worksite location: 

Employer / Principal contractor: 

Crane / Plant contractor: 

Site Supervisor: 

Network Operator:  Contact phone:  

This checklist is designed to help identify the hazards associated when operating cranes or mobile plant 

near overhead power lines that may encroach on the approach distances specified in Table 1 of this code. 

The checklist covers the main items described in Chapter 4 of this code. This checklist is not designed to 

cover all of the risks of working near overhead power lines and should be adapted as appropriate to meet 

the particular circumstances.  

If you mark a NO box on the checklist, you need to take appropriate action to eliminate or control  

the hazard.

Section 1. PROJECT PLANNING AND INITIAL ASSESSMENT Yes No

Has the network operator been consulted regarding the proposed work?

Do you know the height of the overhead power lines at the worksite? 

Is the voltage of the overhead power lines and associated electrical apparatus known? 

Can the overhead power lines be safely de-energised to allow work to proceed?

Can the work be rescheduled to another time so that the overhead power lines can be 

de-energised?

Has the network operator agreed to de-energise the overhead power lines and issued you 

with a documented clearance (access authority) so that work may proceed? Record N/A if 

not applicable.

Have you ensured appropriate traffic management is in place at the worksite? Record N/A 

if not applicable.

Have you assessed environmental conditions, including visibility and wind that could exist 

for the duration of the project that may adversely affect the work?

Have you assessed the design and transit envelope of the crane or item of mobile plant 

being used for the proposed work in relation to the height of the overhead power lines at 

the worksite?

Have you assessed the worksite where the crane or item of mobile plant is to be set-up, 

used and dismantled in relation to the location of overhead power lines?

Additional planning and assessment factors:
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Section 2 –  CONTROL MEASURES – OPERATING A CRANE OR ITEM OF MOBILE 

PLANT NEAR LIVE OVERHEAD POWER LINES

Yes No

Have you completed a written risk assessment and identified all electrical hazards and 

non-electrical hazards, both actual and potential? All materials should be regarded as 

conductive unless you have definite knowledge to the contrary.

Have you developed a safe system of work for the proposed work and determined the 

control measures required to eliminate or control the risks?

Have you met the requirements of the network operator for the proposed work?

Are workers trained, competent and confident in applying the particular procedures or 

techniques that are required for the task at hand?

Do workers carrying out prescribed work tasks hold the relevant certificates of 

competency, eg crane operator, dogman, scaffolder, rigger, EWP operator?

Have workers been authorised by the employer or person in control of the premises to 

work near live overhead power lines?

Has a safe work method statement (SWMS) been completed for the task? Note: High-risk 

construction requires that an SWMS is completed for the work. Refer clause 209 of the 

OHS Regulation for further information.

Is the work area clear of obstructions and is there a safe entry and exit?

Are the necessary first aid and emergency facilities provided and accessible?

Will an Accredited Safety Observer be present during the work task and assigned the duty 

of observing and warning against unsafe approach to overhead power lines?

Additional control measures for the work:

Section 3 – AFTER COMPLETING THE WORK Yes No

Have all workers been advised to treat the power lines as being live from this time? 

Has the network operator and all other relevant parties been advised that the work  

is completed? 

Additional measures following completion of work:

   /  /
 Checklist Completed By Signature  (Date)
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APPENDIX 3 –  EXAMPLE SAFE WORK METHOD 
STATEMENT
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Safe Work Method Statement (Part 3) Read and signed by all employees on site:

Project: Enter name of project here

Job Description: Enter the task to be undertaken Revision No.:

Name Company Date Inducted Signature
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APPENDIX 4 –  MODEL TRAINING COURSE GUIDELINES – 
SAFE ELECTRICAL APPROACH TRAINING

Introduction

This model training course framework provides information for registered training organisations (RTO’s) 

wanting to develop a competency assessed training course for non electrical persons wanting to acquire 

the necessary knowledge and skills of an ‘Accredited Person’ as described in this code. 

The suggested minimum structured learning time for new students is approximately 12 hours, which 

includes a 2 hour assessment. The subject areas listed should be considered as the minimum course 

requirements; RTO’s may wish to add additional topics as appropriate.

Persons successfully completing the training course are to be awarded a statement of attainment or 

certificate from the RTO that indicates the person’s name and an identifying number particular to the 

holder of the qualification. The name and contact details of the RTO should also be displayed on the 

statement of attainment or certificate.

Unit 1
Preparation to work safely near 

live overhead power lines as a 

non electrical worker

Identification of the relevant legislative requirements including OHS Act 

2000 and OHS Regulation 2001 including the Code of Practice – Work 

near overhead powerlines.

Ordinary and Accredited Persons.

Principles of electricity, 3 phase power system.

Electric shock and resuscitation.

Safe work practices and procedures. 

Identification and confirmation of the approach distances for safe work 

and access near live overhead power lines and associated electrical 

apparatus.

Identification and implementation of safe systems of work including safe 

work method statements.

Hazard identification, risk assessment and control options prioritised. 

Development of risk assessment documentation and safe work method 

statements.

Permit systems and established supporting procedural systems.

Responsibilities identified for the safety observer, crane and plant 

operator in accordance with requirements and established procedures 

/systems of work to ensure safety measures are followed in the event of 

an incident.

Reporting and notification procedures for work closer than the approach 

distances identified in the Code of Practice – Work near overhead 

powerlines.

Identification of electricity infrastructure for low voltage and high voltage 

overhead power lines.

Relevant approach distances as defined in the Code of Practice – Work 

near overhead powerlines.
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Unit 2
Carry out the work safely near 

live overhead power lines as a 

non electrical worker

Application of OHS principles and practices to reduce risk of incidents 

with overhead powerlines.

Process for monitoring and reporting hazards and OHS risks to 

immediate authorised personnel for directions according to established 

procedures.

Non routine events.

Emergency procedures in the event of and responding to an incident.

Working safely in accordance with instructions and established routines/

procedures.

Unit 3
Complete the work safely near 

overhead power lines as non 

electrical worker

Work schedules, requirements for returning work permit(s) and/or 

access authorisation permits.

Process for reporting to authorised personnel incidents in accordance 

with established procedures.

Work completion records, reports/data sheets for completed works.

Qualification and experience of the trainer:

Persons presenting the above training course should have relevant industry experience associated with the 

NSW Electricity Supply Industry and have as a minimum a ‘Workplace Trainer and Assessor Certificate 1V 

‘and be conversant with all the relevant NSW Acts, Regulations, Codes and Industry Guides associated 

with work near live overhead power lines.

Overview of assessment:

Registered training organisations should ensure that assessment of the above training course be carried 

out in accordance with accepted industry and regulatory practice. Evidence for competence should be 

considered holistically and cover the essential knowledge and associated skills for work that is to be 

carried out safely near live overhead power lines by a non-electrical worker.

Trainees should be assessed across a representative range of contexts from the Units listed in the model 

training course including, 

•	 Preparation	to	work	safely	near	live	overhead	power	lines

•	 Carry	out	the	work	safely	near	live	overhead	power	lines

•	 Complete	the	work	safely	near	live	overhead	power	lines.	

Further information on training and assessment for work that is to be carried out safely near live overhead 

power lines by a non-electrical worker can be found in the Australian National Training Authority 

document UETTDREL04A – Working safely near live electrical apparatus as a non electrical worker.
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APPENDIX 5 –  EMERGENCY PROCEDURE FOLLOWING 
CONTACT WITH LIVE OVERHEAD  
POWER LINES

Should contact be made with a live overhead power line or a flash-over occurs between a live overhead 

power line and a crane or an item of mobile plant, the following actions shall be taken:

•	 An	attempt	should	be	made	to	break	the	machinery’s	contact	with	the	live	overhead	power	line	by	

moving the jib or driving the machine clear.

•	 If	it	is	not	possible	to	break	the	contact	with	the	live	overhead	power	line,	the	operator	of	the	crane	or	

mobile plant should remain inside the cabin of the crane or on the plant item. The network operator 

should be called immediately to isolate power to the live overhead power line. The operator must 

remain in place until the power has been isolated, and the ‘all clear’ given by the network operator.

!
WARNING

When a crane or item of plant inadvertently contacts overhead power lines circuit 

protective devices may operate to automatically turn the power off. However some 

protection devices are designed to automatically reclose thereby re-energising the 

powerlines after a short period of time, typically 1 – 4 seconds.

•	 If	it	is	essential	to	leave	the	cabin	or	the	operator’s	position	due	to	fire	or	other	life	threatening	

reason, then jump clear of the equipment. Do not touch the equipment and the ground at the same 

time. When moving away from the equipment, the operator should hop or shuffle away from the plant 

item (with both feet together) until at least eight metres from the nearest part of the crane or plant. 

Under no circumstances run or walk from the crane or item of plant as voltage gradients passing 

through the ground may cause electricity to pass through the body resulting in an electric shock. 

•	 Warn	all	other	personnel	and	members	of	the	public	to	keep	8	metres	clear	from	the	crane	or	item	

of plant. Do not touch or allow persons to touch any part of the crane or plant item and do not allow 

persons to approach or re-enter the vehicle until the network operator has determined the site safe. 

Remember electricity flows through the ground, so an electric shock could be received from walking 

close to the scene. If the crane or plant operator is immobilised, ensure the power supply has been 

isolated and the site made safe before giving assistance. 

•	 Untrained,	unequipped	persons	should	not	attempt	to	rescue	a	person	receiving	an	electric	shock.	All	

too often secondary deaths occur because others get electrocuted trying to help earlier victims. If the 

crane or plant operator is immobilised, ensure the power supply has been isolated and the site has 

been made safe before giving assistance.
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Figure 17: Affected area surrounding mobile plant when in contact with a live overhead power line

Post – incident inspection by a competent person

When a crane or item of mobile plant has been in contact with a live overhead power line, it should 

checked by a competent person for any damage to the components of the crane or mobile plant. Any 

actions recommended by the competent person are to be completed before the crane or mobile plant is 

returned to service.

Tyres on cranes and mobile plant that have been in contact with overhead power lines where electrical 

flash-over and current flow occurs through the rubber tyres should be considered as a potential hazard. 

These rubber tyres may catch fire, with the obvious potential for them to explode. Additionally, a lesser 

known danger may occur, which results when combustion takes place within the tyre, with no apparent 

external signs. When excessive heat is developed in or applied to a tyre as in the case from contact 

with overhead power lines, it can initiate a process known as pyrolysis, which is the decomposition of a 

substance by heat. This can generate a build up of flammable gases and pressure within the tyre, which 

may ultimately rupture or explode.

Vast amounts of energy can be released by a tyre explosion, often leading to significant equipment 

damage, serious injures or fatalities. Pyrolysis related explosions are very unpredictable, and have been 

known to occur immediately or up to 24 hours after initiation. An explosion can occur where no fire is 

visible and the danger area can be up to 300 metres from the tyre.  

Any rubber tyred crane or plant item involved in an incident where contact is made with overhead power 

lines which results in discharges or flash-over of electrical current through the tyres should be considered 

as a potential hazard. If any personnel suspect there is a danger of a tyre explosion, as in the case of the 

mobile crane contacting overhead power lines, then the procedure should include:

•	 parking	the	crane	in	an	isolation	zone,	with	a	minimum	300	metre	radius,

•	 removing	all	personnel	from	the	area,	and	not	allowing	access	to	isolation	zone	for	24	hours,	and

•	 alerting	fire	fighting	services
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APPENDIX 6 –  CASE STUDIES OF OVERHEAD  
POWER LINE INCIDENTS 

CASE 1

Incident – Mobile Crane Operation

A mobile crane came into contact with 132,000 volt overhead power lines that were located adjacent 

to a worksite. At the time of the incident the crane driver had slewed the boom of the crane towards the 

overhead power lines, which resulted in the lifting chains swinging outwards, making contact with the 

power line.

Luckily no persons were injured, however the crane sustained extensive damage to the tyres, lifting rope 

and electrical system on the crane.

Contributing factors and relevant sections

Failure to:

•	 maintain	relevant	approach	distance	to	the	power	lines	and	take	outcome	of	the	possibility	of	the	

lifting chains swinging towards the overhead power lines when the crane was operated. – Section 3.3 

•	 carry	out	an	adequate	risk	assessment	of	the	worksite	–	Section	4.3

•	 implement	appropriate	control	measures	for	the	work	–	Section	4.4

•	 use	a	safety	observer	to	observe	the	crane	operations	near	the	power	lines	–	Section	4.7

CASE 2

Incident – Scaffolding Work

A worker died and three apprentice roof plumbers were injured when attempting to move an 8.9 metre 

high aluminium scaffold at a construction site. At the time of the incident the workers were moving 

the mobile scaffold over soft sand when the castor wheels located at the base of the scaffold sunk into 

the sand causing it to fall and make contact with 33,000 volt overhead power lines that were located 

adjacent to the construction site.

As a result of this incident the construction firm and roofing contractor were fined a total of $224,000 by 

the NSW Industrial Relations Commission.

Contributing factors and relevant sections

Failure to: 

•	 carry	out	an	adequate	risk	assessment	of	the	worksite	that	took	account	of	the	ground	conditions	at	

the worksite – Section 4.3

•	 implement	appropriate	control	measures	for	the	work	–	Section	4.4.
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CASE 3

Incident – Work on a rural property

The victim, a 17 year old rural worker, received a fatal electric shock due to a flashover when a steel 

flagpole came into close proximity with an 11kV overhead power line that was located above the entrance 

to a rural property. At the time of the incident the worker was attempting to erect the 5.2m flag pole at 

the main entrance gate to the property.

Contributing factors and relevant sections

Failure to

•	 identify	the	hazard	of	the	overhead	power	lines	–	Section	7.2

•	 carry	out	a	risk	assessment	of	the	worksite	and	implement	appropriate	risk	controls	–	 

Sections 7.3 and 7.4.

CASE 4

Incident – Tipper truck operation

A tipper truck contacted an 11,000 volt overhead power line causing it to break and fall to the ground 

striking a worker who was at the worksite. At the time of the incident the tip truck was delivering a load 

of granulated bitumen to the worksite when the tip tray of the truck was raised upwards into the overhead 

power lines.

As a result of this incident the NSW Chief Industrial Magistrates Court fined the construction firm a total 

of $15,000.

Contributing factors and relevant sections

Failure to: 

•	 plan	the	work	and	identify	the	hazard	of	the	overhead	power	lines	–	Section	2.5	and	4.2

•	 maintain	the	relevant	approach	distance	to	the	overhead	power	lines	and	take	account	of	the	height	

of the raised tray when the load was dumped at the worksite. Sections 3.3

•	 carry	out	a	risk	assessment	of	the	worksite	–	Sections	3.7	and	4.3

•	 implement	appropriate	control	measures	for	the	work	–	Section	4.4

•	 use	a	safety	observer	to	observe	the	truck	operations	near	the	power	lines	–	Section	4.7.
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APPENDIX 7 – USEFUL PUBLICATIONS

WORKCOVER NSW APPROVED INDUSTRY CODES OF PRACTICE

•  Code of Practice: Occupational Health and Safety Consultation

•  Code of Practice: Risk assessment

•  Code of Practice: Occupational Health and Safety induction training for construction work

•  Code of Practice: Moving plant on Construction Sites

•  Code of Practice: Amenity Tree Industry

•  Code of practice: Technical Guidance

Note: The Australian Standards listed below are also WorkCover approved industry codes  

of practice.

WORKCOVER GUIDES

•  Identification Tool for Electrical Hazards on-site

•  Subby Pack – OHS contractor management tool

•  Dangers of Power Lines when Pumping Concrete

•  WorkCover Safety Alert – Tiger Tails

Standards and Codes offer practical guidance on health and safety for work. However, these are  

subject to change from time to time. For further information contact the WorkCover Assistance  

Service on: 13 10 50. 

For information about the wide range of other codes of practice, certification guides and publications on 

OHS, rehabilitation and workers compensation, contact the Publications Order line: 1300 797 003.

Information on the latest laws can be checked at www.legislation.nsw.gov.au or contact (02) 9238 0950 

or 1800 463 955 (NSW country only).

AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS

Australian Standards can be purchased from SAI Global by contacting the Customer Service Centre on 

131 242 or over the net at http://www.saiglobal.com/shop

AS 2550.1 Crane, hoist and winches – Safe use Part 1: General requirements

AS 2550.1 Crane, hoist and winches – Safe use Part 5: Mobile and vehicle loading cranes

AS/NZS 4576 Guidelines for Scaffolding

NATIONAL ELECTRICITY NETWORK SAFETY GUIDELINES
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National Guidelines can be purchased from the Electricity Supply Association of Australia by phoning 

03 9670 0188 or over the net at http://www.esaa.com.au

•	 NENS	04-2003	National guidelines for safe approach distances to electrical apparatus

NETWORK OPERATORS – CONTACT NUMBERS

•	 Energy	Australia:	 13	15	25

•	 Integral	Energy:	 13	10	81

•	 Country	Energy:	 13	23	56

•	 Rail	Corp:		 (02)	9379	4911

•	 Transgrid	is	divided	into	three	regional	areas:

	 •	 Central	Region	–	1800	625	108

	 •	 Northern	Region	–	1800	998	049

	 •	 Southern	Region	–	1800	654	195.
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